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SRC wins CCNY's USG re-election Police arrest
professor
at Medgar
Evers

Despite there
being no presidential election
this year, it is
necessary for
young people
to participate in
local elections.
This year in
particular, the
possibility for the political orientation of local and statewide congresses to change is immense.
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BUSINESS 8
Roboadvisors replace human managers (p. 8)
In recent years,
actively managed funds
supervised by
human managers have fallen
out of favor for
low cost, robotmanaged funds
in in firms such
as BlackRock.

ARTS & STYLE 10
Golden Circle fails to reach
satisfying climax (p. 12)
While the newest Matthew
Vaughn movie,
Kingsman: The
Golden Circle,
the sequel to
his original
Kingsman: The
Secret Service,
delivers slick
comedy and
crazy, inventive action, it fails to
reach a meaningful climax.

SCIENCE & TECH 14
Online interactions as genuine as ones in person (p. 15)
Sharing selfies and liking
Facebook posts
hold the same
level of emotional connection for people
as conversing
with someone
face-to-face, according to a new
research synthesis released by
the University of California,
Irvine.

SPORTS 16
Judge leads Yankees back
to postseason (p. 16)
Aaron Judge’s
2017 campaign
was one for
the ages, as
he shattered
many rookie
batting records,
including Mark
McGwire’s record for home runs by a rookie.
His performance has led to MVP
talk around him, and is the main
reason the Yankees are back in
the postseason.
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CCNY held a student government re-election from Sept. 27 to Sept. 28, ending months of confusion and uncertainty.
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
MANAGING EDITOR
All 39 members of Students
Run City, the party that ran City
College of New York’s undergraduate student government since

Edelman quits
sports law for
career at Baruch

2010, won the re-election that took
place Sept. 27 to Sept. 28.
CCNY was left without a student
government after Interim President Vincent Boudreau voided the
results of the Spring 2017 USG election. As the semester was at its end,

the college was not able to immediately conduct a re-election.
The decision bore a lot of negative effects that are still felt at
CCNY.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Biology professor Mamdouh
Abdel-Sayed, who teaches at
Medgar Evers College, has been
determined guilty on five counts
of fraud for hosting unauthorized
medical classes on campus and
for selling students sham certification indicating completion of
the courses.
The released court record discloses that he taught dozens of
classes since at least 2013, though
it is possible he may have begun
to teach them earlier.
Abdel-Sayed sold students
fake certificates for prices that
ranged between $25 and $1,000
each. Each document resembled
the official certificate of completion offered by the college’s Adult
and Continuing Education program. Abdel-Sayed’s certificates
had a raised seal, the CUNY logo
and the college’s name, all of
which helped replicate the original design.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Passive investing attracts dissatisfied investors

BY ANDREW MARZULLO
SPORTS EDITOR
Marc
Edelman,
professor of law, spent his first summer of law school struggling to
live on a $500 monthly salary
and sleeping on a small futon
in the cramped former apartment of the Major Indoor Soccer League’s assistant marketing
director. He was determined to
live out his dream of working in
the sports industry.
“It was an opportunity I
would never look back on,” said
Edelman, who was providing inside legal counsel for the aforementioned MISL, while attending the University of Michigan
Law School. Edelman chose to
struggle and work for the MISL
instead of the NBA, which also
offered him a job, because he
believed that he would be able
to contribute more to the upstart organization. Edelman
later worked his way up to the
most important roles of his life,
and became one of the most recognized names in his field.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 17
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Active investing involves more research, but can yield higher return. Passive investing requires lower transaction fees.
BY KLAUDIA CZARNOCKA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Unsatisfactory performance of
actively managed funds is pushing
investors toward passive investing. Within the last decade, ap-

proximately $1.2 trillion has been
transferred to mutual funds and
exchange-traded funds, or ETFs,
which are designed to track large
caps and popular indices.
This growing trend presents the
possible risk that passive investors

will not benefit from their investing strategy, as active investment
funds are critical in helping price
securities efficiently.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

OPINIONS

College students need to pay increased attention to off-year city and state elections

O

n Nov. 7, the general election will take place. This provides the opportunity to re-elect incumbents or to elect completely new voices into influential positions. It is important for students, who would not typically vote in a non-presidential election, to go out and vote in local elections,
because it is the local officials who will be advocating for their constituents on a higher level. It is also important to note that officials elected on
a local platform typically move up the hierarchy, eventually ending up as state or congressional representatives.
Millennials have a different perspective than the generations that were living in a different political climate. For example, the baby boomer generation was very money-driven, just coming out of World War II, which influenced how the constituents voted, and how politicians formed their political
platform. On the contrary, millennials are very conscientious about climate change and sustainability. However, if college students and other millennials do not vote, their concerns will not be addressed by active politicians.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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CCNY holds re-election for USG after months of uncertainty
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Students who are familiar with
student government affairs claimed
that the entire election process felt
rushed and disorganized. It also
caused dire funding problems for
clubs and organizations.
According to the unofficial election results, 8.35 percent of CCNY
students voted in the election, or
1,053 of 12,540 undergraduates.
Each SRC candidate received between 150 and 250 more votes than
independent candidates.
A former senator of CCNY’s
USG, who wished to remain anonymous, shared his disappointment
regarding how the Spring 2017 and
Fall 2017 elections turned out.
“Although there was tension,
competitiveness and students being involved in the election process, it could have been done more
professionally. No debates or town
hall meetings between candidates
were being held, no real opportunity to meet candidates, and votes
for a party felt forced.”
Taimoor Arif, the newly elected president of CCNY’s USG
and member of SRC, did not immediately reply to a request for
comment.
The Spring 2017 election, which
took place at the end of the semester, marked the first time CCNY
used an online voting system in a
USG election.
Students were able to use their
student IDs to log in to the system
from any device with internet access. This meant that the voting
process was difficult to regulate,
with the biggest restriction just barring students from voting twice.
When the unofficial results were
released in May, Boudreau nullified the election, stating that the
entire election administration was
"weaker than it needs to be,” and
could result in more voter intimi-

dation, as stated in an earlier article
published by The Ticker.
“Each party candidate was able
to carry laptops for students to
vote for them. It was a ‘Gotta catch
‘em all’ type of election. Both sides
used pizza and other food to gain
people's attention. SRC was even
heard to be interrupting people inside their own private dorms. In the
end, I was not surprised with the
results of the election being voided,” the former senator said.
When their slate, the Conscious
Humanitarian Party, was disbanded by the Student Elections Review
Committee, Tracy Orend and his
former teammates decided to run
in the Spring 2017 election as independent candidates.
During a phone interview,
Orend stated that the re-election
had a lot of organizational difficulties. Although Boudreau held a
town hall for questions about election logistics, Orend complained
that Boudreau did not share a lot of
information about the election and
campaign processes. Even during
the Spring 2017 semester, Boudreau refused to answer any election-related questions “because he
was busy with graduation.”
Orend originally believed his
team would be able to recruit new
members in order to fill the independents’ slate. However, a week
before the election, SERC informed
the slate that its members would
not be allowed to add new members to the ballot; only people who
ran in the original election would
be able to run again.
However, between the election
and re-election, the independents’
slate shrunk from over 20 members
to only 13, while SRC put forward
39 candidates.
Orend said that during the first
election, the former CHP members
decided to run as independents because it would allow them to spend
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CCNY's lack of a student government left clubs and organizations, including PAO, without any funding for the semester.
more money on their campaigns.
For the re-election, when there was
less time to campaign, the remaining candidates formed a slate. According to SERC regulations, independent candidates could spend
up to $200 each on their campaigns, while an entire slate was
only allowed $1,000.
During the Fall 2017 voting cycle, SERC created specific rules on
how online voting would be conducted. A graduate computer room
was repurposed as a voting station.
Students entered the room, showed
their student IDs to the SERC representatives and receive login information. Orend called it “a minutelong process, it was very easy.”
Besides being messy for CCNY
as a whole, clubs and organizations
were hit particularly hard by the effects of the convoluted elections.
Just like in Baruch College,
clubs and organizations in CCNY
receive their budgets directly from

USG. Without a student government, none of the clubs and organizations on campus received any
funding for the Fall 2017 semester.
This means that club and organization leaders have a tough choice
ahead of them: they must either
fund their events out-of-pocket or
not hold any events at all, which
would have a negative impact on
the clubs’ existence on campus.
Edward Saingchin is a member
of the executive board of CCNY’s
Philippine-American
Organization, one of the larger organizations
on campus.
“Right now, we have no budget. The only thing they’re telling
us is that maybe during the next
semester we’ll be refunded for our
expenses and anything we need to
be refunded for,” he said in a phone
interview.
The first event of the semester,
he said, cost the club between $500
and $1,000. Most of that money was

spent on catering.
However, clubs leaders have no
assurance that they will be reimbursed for the money they spent
on club events during the Fall 2017
semester.
“We’re hoping that by the
spring we will, but we don’t know,”
Saingchin said.
Overall, the election was seen as
a positive experience when it came
to placing a spotlight on how the
student government operates.
“I think the whole thing definitely raised awareness,” Orend said.
“We reached out to a lot of people
individually. We spent a lot of time
talking to club leaders … to students
… to anyone we could find.”
However, some of the independent candidates felt discouraged
by the election process. Orend estimated that of the students who
made it to the Fall 2017 slate, 80 to
85 percent will not run again in the
next student government election.

John Jay professor suspended for inflammatory police comments
INTERVIEW BY SAMEUL LIFF
OPINIONS EDITOR
Michael Isaacson, a lecturer at the
John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
was suspended from their position
following media attention over
a tweet Isaacson wrote claiming
it was “a privilege to teach future
dead cops.” New York City’s largest police union, the Patrolmen’s
Benevolent Association, has called
for Isaacson’s permanent firing. A
self-identified anarcho-communist,
Isaacson is a Ph.D. candidate in
economics at the New School for
Social Research. The Ticker interviewed Isaacson to find out more
about the economist’s situation in
the weeks following the publishing
of the tweet and to try to understand their side of the story.
Samuel Liff : In your own words,
do you advocate for violence?
Michael Isaacson: I advocate for
trying to avoid it at all costs. This
is something that I’ve been trying
to get through to all the press that
I’ve spoken to and no one seems to
want to print it …
We can’t have private property
without the imminent threat of the
violence of the state to enforce it …
This focus on violence has
brought out a lot of people that
aren’t familiar with anti-fascist
practices and … only really come
out to punch Nazis, go home and,
as a result, [they] don’t plan for
medical bills or legal support, don’t
think about the people around
them and [don’t] have the situational awareness that you would
need to make sure that you are actually acting in defense of the communities that you claim to support.
On your Patreon page, you claim:
“I hunt Nazis. No not [sic] with a
gun, but with my research skills.”
What does that process look like?

My dissertation, which is still in the
works … What I’m planning to do is
… to get a whole bunch of Twitter
data and map their social networks.
I have some of their financial
data from their think tanks. I’m
planning to use that in combination with political science data,
economic data [and] various eventbased data to come up with datadriven solutions both at the policy
level, the corporate social responsibility level and for grassroots activists to see what sort of things make
their networks break down.
Ultimately, fascism is an aberration from the present society. It’s an
outgrowth of the values that we’re
taught of competition as being the
primary means of social interaction.
I can’t count the number of
people who have been coming into
my Twitter mentions to talk about
human nature, survival of the fittest and the war of each against all,
and that’s just simply not biologically how humans survived. This is
pretty well-documented in biological literature.
How do you explain your political
ideology?
For me, it boils down to “each of
us can’t survive without all of us,”
that the society that we have now
that’s founded on domination fundamentally works against community.
I’m very much about building
communities based on friendship,
on solidarity, and I think that’s
ultimately where anarcho-communism comes from: this idea of
building horizontal, mutual relationships, founded on mutual aid,
mutual support and mutual defense.
Why John Jay College of Criminal
Justice?
John Jay is actually a really, really

progressive place. The economics
department there is super radical.
To me, it makes sense. The student
body there is really committed to
social justice.
When I was first brought on,
the faculty members told me that
there had been for years a push on
the part of the students and faculty to rename the school the John
Jay College of Justice, to just drop
“Criminal” altogether.
It just really embodies the ethos
of the college in that they really do
question this notion of criminality
… I’ve never been in a place that I
think I’ve enjoyed more than being
at John Jay.
How do you justify the tweet that
got you suspended?
I want to abolish policing as an institution. Policing is founded on the
idea that we cannot fundamentally
trust each other, that the only way
we can resolve our conflicts with
each other is by calling on a force of
violence to resolve that for us.
I want my students to not be future dead cops. I want my students
to be anything but a cop. I want my
students to be social workers so that
they can be trained to recognize
domestic abuse situations before
they escalate to a level of domestic violence and the police need to
be brought in. I want my students
to be firefighters … civil rights attorneys, defense lawyers. I want my
students to be genuinely oriented
to helping people without serving
the interests of the prison industry
and the weapons industry, without
being backstopped to public budgets that are getting cut and having
to fill in the gap with fines and fees
and other forms of criminalization
that ultimately, disproportionately,
fall on the poor.
I think that my students, by and
large, share those values. What
I found is that my students are
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John Jay suspended Isaacson because of his tweets about police institutionalism.
fiercely committed to social justice,
even the ones that are planning to
become cops.
If they want to change things
from the inside, they can work with
their unions to advocate for demilitarization so they don’t look like an
invading army in the places that
they serve.
They can advocate for decriminalization so they’re not a public
enemy when they’re acting with
people.
What’s your biggest challenge going forward?
It’s a battle for educators to have a
public life … Which includes being able to have a political life. We
shouldn’t have to hide our political
inclinations. I think it does our students a disservice to do so, in fact.
I personally don’t want my students to think that I’m objective because I am by no means objective.
I want my students to know
where I stand so they can view
whatever I say through the lens of
my anarchism and my anti-fascism
and come to their own conclu-

sions about the world based on
the knowledge structures that surround them.
I’m fighting for educators in
general to have the same public
life that anybody else would have. I
feel like that’s crucial for any sort of
democratic society.
What’s your next step?
I’m not sure. I’m working with a lot
of groups, I’m building my coalitions. I really want to support all of
the educators who are facing the
same sort of repression.
I’m fighting for a lot of things on
this and I’m building what I think
is a pretty sizable coalition as a result. Ultimately, I want to get my
job back.
I love teaching at John Jay. I love
the students there; they’re all brilliant, dedicated, passionate. They
want to change the world and I
want to help them … I think being
in a classroom is the best way to do
that.
This interview was edited for length.
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Medgar Evers professor arrested over fraudulent certificates
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Though the certificates look official, the professor purchased supplies and printed them out from his
own office computer.
Upon investigating, officials
discovered that between February
2014 and June 2017, Abdel-Sayed
purchased sufficient office supplies
to create and print over 7,000 fake
certificates.
Students were able to purchase
the certificates upon completion
of various medical classes he set
up without the authorization from
Medgar Evers. Such classes included CPR, electrocardiograms and
phlebotomy. Abdel-Sayed told his
class that the courses themselves
were free of charge but certification
had to be bought.
Medgar Evers runs its own medical courses through ACE, though at
a much higher price per course and
for no credits. Abdel-Sayed claimed
that his courses were legitimate
and sanctioned by Medgar Evers’
administration. To encourage students to take his classes, he listed
the courses he offered on his office
door at the college sans costs. Over
30 students at a time participated in
and attended some of these classes.
Victoria Cressman, an undercover official who sat in on some
of his classes and posed as a student, disclosed that he provided
little training in relation to the topics of the classes and there were
no grades or textbooks assigned.
Students received certificates even
if they had not attended the class,
provided that they paid the amount
Abdel-Sayed set. Either he or his
assistant — who was his former
student at the college and is now
employed there — collected the
money. All money was accepted in
the form of cash or money order.
Both in class and via email, Abdel-Sayed encouraged students to

present the certificates to potential
employers, so students who took
his classes put down the certification on their résumés and cited
Medgar Evers as the institution of
completion. Seven students were
detailed in the court records as
trying to obtain jobs with the fake
certifications, with two students
reporting to have received jobs in
New York City hospitals.
When the institutions requested Abdel-Sayed to verify the certificates and completion, he often
faxed them a signed verification
form on an official Medgar Evers
letterhead. One of the undercover officials also asked him for
a recommendation letter indicating course completion, which he
provided.
Several students gained employment in multiple hospitals after having included the sham certification as a credential.
In the classes, Abdel-Sayed
conducted unsanitary and risky
practices. In a phlebotomy class,
reports the court record, he passed
out needles and “suggested that
the students can practice drawing
blood from one another.”
In a sonogram class, he asked
one volunteer at a time to lie
down in an ultrasound machine
while the rest of the class examined the volunteer. Afterward, he
wiped down the machine with a
paper towel before calling up the
next volunteer.
In another sonogram class, he
gave out two exams and a handout
from a folder to students, instructing them to “dark” certain information on the exams “because
it is illegal to have.” In class, two
female students initiated a discussion with other students regarding
a need to “protect Sayed,” according to Cressman. As of press time,
the students’ identities have not yet
been released.
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Abdel-Sayed, pictured above, was accused of oﬀering fake certiﬁcations in CPR, EKGs and phlebotomy to students of the college.
Abdel-Sayed hosted each class
in an empty classroom on days
when the college was less populated. The college’s security officers
advised him not to use classrooms
on days his classes were not scheduled, but he did not listen. During
class, he often left the room several
times and asked students whether
security had entered or given them
a hard time while he was away.
In 2015, the director of the ACE
program informed administration
that the college received a request
for verification of a sham certificate
and was unable to verify it, despite

Meeting explains Baruch's 5-year plan

the certificate’s close resemblance
to the ones they distribute. In August 2015, the administration ordered Abdel-Sayed to refrain from
continuing the phlebotomy class in
the future.
Despite the decree from administrative members, he continued
teaching the courses for two more
years. He denied any accusations
afterward, informing other faculty
members that he had stopped with
the courses and had not received
payments from the students for
previous courses.
During the investigation, an un-

UNICEF starts fundraiser

BY SAHAR ILYAS

BY COURTNEY GERVAIS

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At the “Strategic Planning Town
Hall Meeting” on Oct. 2, there was
an open floor for discussion about
the priorities and aspirations that
will guide Baruch College for the
next five years. The Strategic Plan,
which will be in place by the end of
the year, will reflect all of Baruch’s
community. It will be spearheaded
by Baruch President Mitchel B.
Wallerstein, college faculty and the
outside consulting firm Keeling
& Associates. The plan will course
the college’s direction from 2018 to
2023.
Phase I of the plan will continue through December 2017 and
is called “Engagement, Gathering
Information & Planning Themes.”
All faculty, staff and students were
invited to participate and share
their ideas and suggestions, during
the meeting, the first of four campus meetings during Phase I. However, while the room was packed
with faculty and staff, only one
student, the writer of this article,
was present.
After introducing the plan,
Wallerstein left the room to allow
for open engagement. Leading the
discussion was Dr. Richard Keeling
of Keeling & Associates.
The three ideas that he focused
on were preservation, change and
ambitions. Though the start was
slow, many ideas were eventually
proposed, with almost all proposals receiving consensus from the
faculty in attendance.
By beginning with what everyone wanted to preserve about Baruch, many of the college’s good
values were brought up. A wide
majority that agreed Baruch needed to preserve the accessibility to
higher education, social mobility and a return on investment it
offered to lower income families

UNICEF at Baruch combined
two college student passions —
volunteering and free candy — by
bringing the national “Trick-orTreat for UNICEF” campaign to
Baruch College’s campus. This is
an organization-wide event that
Baruch students can take part in
all throughout October.
UNICEF at Baruch launched
the trick-or-treat fundraiser on
Oct. 5. The campaign is designed
to give students and kids an opportunity to raise money throughout the Halloween season for underprivileged children.
To sign up, one had to ask for a
trick-or-treat box. Little kids were
encouraged to take a box with
them while trick-or-treating. That
way, instead of just taking candy,
they could reach out to their community members for any change
they could spare. They then send
the boxes out to UNICEF, where
the money will be utilized.
While many college students
do not go trick-or-treating anymore, they can ask friends for
change or younger siblings to
bring the trick-or-treat coin box
around on Halloween.
Helen Liu, vice president of
the Baruch UNICEF chapter, commented on responsibilities college
students have stating, “As college
students, we should have an active role in helping [children from
other countries].”
Last year, UNICEF at Baruch
raised around $1,000 with the
campaign, and according to Liu,
its goals this year include hitting
that $1,000 mark again.
Even if one did not receive a
box to collect money on Oct. 5, it
is still possible to get involved. On
Oct. 18, UNICEF at Baruch will be
hosting another event during club
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Baruch's new ﬁve-year plan will steer the college's direction from 2018 to 2023.
and students. There was also talk
regarding the high number of first
generation and immigrant students at Baruch, and how to continue increasing the diverse community
Someone pointed out that Baruch provides programs, such as
SEEK and the honors programs,
that meet each student’s individual
skill level, allowing all students to
grow and face challenges. Not only
do these specialized skill programs
need to be retained, but so does the
well-rounded education Baruch
students receive even with the
college being known mostly as a
business school.
The discussion moved on to
what everyone wanted to see Baruch do differently. More than
once, the meeting’s attendees
brought up that space was an issue
and so was support. By support,
they meant more staff was needed
in some departments. Increased
funding was mentioned, especially

for the big population of students
going through mental health issues. An expansion of services was
asked for the graduate students at
Baruch, who often come to night
classes and are in school after most
offices have closed for the day.
With a growing number of people giving their suggestions, time
was quickly running out and the
discussion moved on to the third
goal of the Strategic Plan, which
was implementing a blueprint
that will introduce new achievable goals. The first suggestion
for this part was to have no more
renovations and construction.
Moving on, others offered ideas
such as enhancing the tenure program, achieving university status,
strengthening faculty communication and retaining and hiring good
faculty members.
For the Strategic Plan, there will
be many more meetings, including
Phase II and Phase III. The plan
will be implemented by May 2018.

dercover official was prompted by
Abdel-Sayed and his assistant to
“take the fifth” and not to divulge
any information to the investigators. The professor also attempted
to persuade one of the undercover
officials to lie and conceal the fake
certificates from investigating law
enforcement agents.
No decision has yet been made
about Abdel-Sayed’s future at Medgar Evers. As of press time, he still
holds a seat as a full-time, tenured
biology professor at the college, but
he has been put on administrative
leave, according to DNAinfo.

The campaign is designed
to give students and kids
an opportunity to raise
money throughout the
Halloween season
for underprivileged
children.
hours, and will be hosting the Allison family.
Liu explained that, “[The] Allison family founded the ‘Trick-orTreat’ campaign, and later partnered with UNICEF to continue to
fundraise.”
Baruch students can also pick
up a box at any time inside of UNICEF’s club room. At the end of the
month, on Oct. 24, UNICEF will be
hosting a “Halloween Bash,” open
to anyone to celebrate its fundraising efforts, collect boxes and continue to raise awareness.
UNICEF will be hosting several
different events throughout the
year, such as socials, documentary
screenings and a career panel with
officials from the United Nations.
Speaking about the opportunities UNCIEF provides, Liu stated,
“A lot of us are focused on working
with non-profits, and we’re connected to the national UNICEF,
and make connections with the
United Nations,” in order to gain
experience in their prospective careers. “It really helps with making
connections,” she said.
Liu emphasized, “Show up! As
long as you’re involved, getting inducted is easy!"
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LHM closes out September with 'Nuestra Belleza Baruch' event
BY ESTELLE SAAD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Latinx Heritage Month closed
out with a beauty pageant event on
the evening of Oct. 3 in the Multipurpose Room.
“Nuestra Belleza Baruch” is the
second pageant event hosted by
the LHM committee over the past
two years, and the committee is
trying to establish it as an annual
event. The committee intended the
pageant to be a spoof of Nuestra
Belleza Latina, which is a famous
Spanish pageant reality show on
Univision.
The pageant’s contestants included four Latina students, each
representing her family’s country
of descent. The talent show was
“meant to showcase different cultures in the Latinx heritage,” said
Tatiana Betancur, co-chair of the
event and the secretary of the Latin
American Student Organization.
She explained that the pageant’s
judges would not be focusing on
the contestants’ beauty, but rather
on their talents. The women participated in three segments of the
show, one being a talent portion,
another being a question and an-

Talents were showcased
through performances,
which featured dancing,
guitar playing, a clarinet
performance of the Justin
Bieber remix of “Despacito”
and a sign language
performance of a Daniel
Duran song.

swer period and the last being an
evening gown competition.
The event had a festive and
friendly atmosphere with a crowd
of around 80 people. The room was
decorated with small Christmas
lights, and on the stage was a banner of flags from numerous Latin
American countries. Food was
served to the audience during an
intermission.
Brighitt Chavez, a student who
attended the beauty pageant both
last year and this year, explained, “I
like coming to these events because
they make me feel like I’m at home.
To me, it is like we are all combining our cultures in one place
and I enjoy learning about others’
experiences.”
Talents
were
showcased
through performances, which featured dancing, guitar playing, a
clarinet performance of the Justin
Bieber remix of “Despacito” and
a sign language performance of a
Daniel Duran song.
A provided questionnaire focused on how the women’s’ Latinx
heritage makes them who they
are and affects how they embrace
their cultures. Two women said
that their role model is first Latina Supreme Court Justice Sonia
Sotomayor, whom they both admire for rising up despite hardships and becoming a justice in the
Supreme Court.
The women were cheered on
by the audience as they walked
on stage in their evening gowns.
Though the event did have many of
the elements of a classic pageant,
it focused on teaching spectators
about Latinx culture.
Each segment of the pageant
was followed by a short dance or a
musical performance. One of these
performances included a dance
number by Baruch College’s AIESEC club, which is a non-profit,
youth-run organization.

Before they began, they explained that they chose to do a
dance routine because they felt
that dance is a way to bridge cultural differences and to bring people
together. They invited anyone who
wanted to join in and dance with
them to do so.
There was also a professional
dance number performed by a
LASO dance instructor. Additionally, a musical number was played
on a metal güiro using a scraper
instrument, which is commonly
used in Latin American music. At
the end of the show, special guest
Enrique Cabasa recited a poem
about what his Latin roots mean to
him and how he feels that people of
backgrounds similar to his should
do the same. He spoke about his
experiences and about how he is
thankful for his heritage.
Juandalen Kapellen, who was
representing the Dominican Republic, was declared the winner of
the pageant. When asked why she
decided to be part of the pageant,
Kapellen responded that the event
was “a great way to express the
pride I feel [for my culture] and be
able to show my heritage without
being judged.”
The event was the closing ceremony to a busy Latinx Heritage
Month, which included a "Family
Feud" event that pit different clubs
against each other, a meet and
greet with professors from Latin
America, a “mocktails" and painting event where students were
educated about Latinx history by
a professor, a food event and an
event about deconstructing racism
in Latinx culture.
Freshman Laura Guzman, who
attended the closing ceremony
event, felt that it was “really cool
to see the school celebrates different heritages, and [events like
these] bring awareness about these
cultures.”

JOSEPH ESPOSITO | THE TICKER

The beauty pageant event featured an evening gown competition.
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Regular arrests and scandals
undermine CUNY's reputation
In our previous issue, The Ticker published an editorial touting CUNY’s admirable persistence to defend and uphold its students in the
face of adversity, such as the repeal of the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program.
In this challenging time, and in others prior, the CUNY administration has stuck by its students and provided resources and aid to them.
Given this, CUNY does many things correctly.
However, the university system’s public reputation causes potential
current and past students and faculty members to see CUNY in a negative light. CUNY sells and prides itself as an institution that provides a
quality education at an affordable price. However, it can be difficult to
make this connection because, in recent years, CUNY has been plagued
with various scandals that seem to take precedence over the affordable
education for which it is known.
In October 2016, Lisa S. Coico, former president of City College of
New York, resigned from her position following an investigation that
probed into a misuse of funds that connected back to her. Investigators
concluded that Coico had used over $150,000 of the school’s endowment to pay for personal expenses. A final report indicated that Coico
had used $36,000 of the sum to pay for a part-time housekeeper and
$35,000 of the sum to fund her retirement party.
In February of this year, Baruch College played host to its own embezzlement scandal when police arrested former employee Machli Joseph due to misplacement of $600,000 of the school’s funds. The money
belonged to the athletics department. Instead, it went to Joseph’s personal expenses, such as home renovations, gifts and credit card bills.
Joseph worked within the athletics department as athletics director, but
he has resigned from his position.
More recently, Mamdouh Abdel-Sayed, a biology professor at Medgar Evers College, was arrested for “teaching unauthorized health care
classes and selling students fake certificates of completion,” The New
York Times wrote.
Witnesses said that Abdel-Sayed implicitly encouraged students to
engage in unethical and unsanitary practices, such as drawing blood
from one other.
CUNY offers great services to over 500,000 students in attendance,
but these services dramatically subside in significance when big scandals arise. As much as CUNY would like its name to reflect affordability and quality, it too often calls to mind unethical circumstances. The
scandals do not reflect well on CUNY and its reputation will continue to
stagger as long as these scandals persist.

Catalonia referendum creates divide
The prospect of Catalan independence has stirred a lot of debate in
European politics over the past few years. On Sunday, the global population witnessed the end result of that debate.
After Catalan President Carles Puigdemont pushed through with
the referendum, Madrid responded by ordering the police to stop it
from happening. That day, horrifying images emerged of police officers
shooting the secessionist voters with rubber bullets and breaking into
the polling stations to prevent Catalans from voting.
Both the Spanish government and the European Commission affirmed that the Catalan independence referendum was unconstitutional. While Madrid has the right to use force in this situation, police
officers should not have used as much force as they did to shut down
the referendum. The final blow in the argument seems to be precisely
the violent reaction from the Spanish police.
On Oct. 9, the Catalan government might act on the referendum results and declare independence from Spain. Judging by Madrid’s reaction to the referendum, we at The Ticker fear that this may result in even
more violence in Catalonia, if not a full-blown civil war.

STEPHANIE MESQUITA | THE TICKER

Off-year elections demand attention
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Local officials' jobs also include
preparing for natural disasters
and man-made incidents, such
as shootings or terrorist attacks.
Typically, relief efforts are initiated after the event has happened;
state representatives evaluate the
damage and propose their own
solution. However, if local officials
use their power efficiently, they can
create a model and a sense of preparedness prior to a tragedy.
Currently, 48 out of the 51 positions in the New York City Council are held by Democrats and the
other three positions are held by
Republicans. New York employs a
strong mayor-city council relationship, which is why there is a lot of
pressure riding on the 2017 general elections. This year, there are
many incumbents who are at their
term limit, thus creating an influx
of available positions for new faces.
According to the Encyclopedia
of American Politics, 12 Democratic
members of the city council formed
the Progressive Caucus Alliancin
2010 to aid in environmentalism,
safe and affordable housing and

prevention-focused criminal justice. The mayor at the time, Michael
Bloomberg, was semi-proactive
about environmental concerns and
gun control, but he neglected the
poor, working and middle class.
The Alliance had endorsed four
more candidates for City Council,
and three out of the four won the
Democratic Primary Election in
September, including two female
candidates. The female population
makes up 52 percent of New York
City, but only 25 percent of seats in
the City Council are held by women. The number of women in the
City Council declined from 18 in
2009 to 13 in 2017. This number is
susceptible to decrease since four
female incumbents have reached
their maximum term limits and a
fifth member is opting to not run.
The gender gap in the City
Council has become a concern,
especially in a major city like New
York, and has sparked progressive
initiatives to stunt the gap from
growing even bigger. Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito has initiated a
campaign called “21 in ’21,” which
aims to increase the number of
councilwomen to 21 by the year

2021. The Alliance is also committed to increasing the number of
women in city council by endorsing Carlina Rivera and Diana Ayala.
Every state and every region has
its own way of incorporating local
politics into its daily life. For example, in more rural or suburban regions, local politics is more critical
of issues involving school boards or
gerrymandering because that may
be a more prominent issue in their
district. However, in New York,
politicians focus on decongesting
transportation and environmental
cleanup because that will have a
more significant impact.
College students and millennials should take advantage of voting in general elections because
it is their chance to express their
concerns about the area they call
home. The higher up in the political hierarchy officials climb, where
state and congressional representatives reside, the less likely the
representatives are to hear personal concerns. Local representatives
are more willing to listen.
-Heather Shah
Finance '21

College students and millennials should take advantage of voting in general elections because it is their chance to express their concerns involving the area they call home. The higher
up in the political hierarchy oﬃcials climb, where state and congressional representatives reside,
the less likely the representatives are to hear personal concerns.
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O

n Sept. 27, Fox News reported that “Birth control
is now just as easy to get as
a candy bar.” In that vein, a recent
addition to Stanford University was
the installation of a vending machine with emergency contraceptive products. Though this is likely
to have been a progressive reaction
to student complaints about their
limited availability, there are, at
the same time, foreseeable conundrums that can be anticipated, but
still remain completely insubstantial so far. People seem to be afraid
of the encouragement of risky behavior, the magnification of such is
apparently due to easily accessible
contraceptives.
For simplicity’s sake, one can
consider that most people are sexually active. The vending machine
gives no excuse to anyone for failing to protect themselves from
unplanned parenthood. It is ironic
because people are questioning the
risky behavior but the machines are
there to prevent the behavior from

turning into a risk itself.
Colleges can be considered
a transitionary place for a lot of
young people into adulthood. For
people to deny the natural rules of
attraction, they are giving in to the
negative connotations associated
with sex. To pretend that young
college students are not going to
engage in sexual activity, is an ineffective means to eliminate risk.
It is impossible for a student to
avoid the risks involved with sex if
they were not given awareness of
the risks in the first place. Left to
their own devices, students would
perhaps risk safety for the feeling
of a fleeting moment. It is paradoxical to claim sex is dangerous while
at the same time denying people
protection from its consequences.
Additionally, to expect abstinence
is naïve at best and life-altering at
worst. Were it the case that an uniformed student had become pregnant, they would struggle in maintaining their place in college.
Stanford’s efforts directly pro-

tect the student’s personal life with
the help of the easily accessible
contraceptives; students are encouraged to pursue a healthy personal life for their students. Granted, not all students, with or without
awareness will be safe, but at least
they have the option of protection.
When reflecting on Baruch and
the measures the school takes to
promote safe sex, the efforts are
adequate but can undeniably be
improved. Not much awareness
has been created for the connections through the health center for
contraception. Beside the available condoms and lubricants that
are distributed by the health center
and various health-centered clubs,
contraceptives seem to need to be
sought out by the student rather
than made openly available. That
is certainly not as convenient and
accessible as receiving them from
vending machines.
-Jeniffer Isakbaev
Journalism '20
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NFL fans create uproar

O

n Sept. 28, 2017, jerseys
belonging to the New
England Patriots were
collectively burned in Swansea,
Massachusetts by an angry mob
protesting the players who knelt
during the national anthem. The
organizer of perhaps the hottest
event in Swansea, Mark Shane,
claimed that the hazardous fire
was justified because the #TakeaKnee movement was disrespecting
veterans.
Last August, Colin Kaepernick,
whow as a quarterback for the San
Francisco 49ers, sat down for the
performance of the national anthem. During the post-game press
conference, Kaepernick clarified
his opposition to systemic racism
and police brutality and vowed
to peacefully protest the national
anthem until he saw meaningful change. Kaepernick received a
tremendous amount of attention
for his decision to kneel, attention
that divided NFL fans.
An opinion article published by
the Army Times, written by Nate
Boyer, a former NFL long snapper
and United States Army Green Beret, outlines his desire for Kaepernick to find inspiration and, “once
again stand during our national
anthem.”
The next day, Boyer and Kaepernick met in San Diego, where
Kaepernick sought Boyer’s advice regarding the best way to remain respectful to veterans while
also protesting and subsequently
drawing attention to the injustices
for which Kaepernick was kneeling. The two decided that if Kaepernick took a knee, it would serve
both as an acknowledgement of
the veterans who routinely present
the U.S. flag during the national
anthem and of the social issues
that Kaepernick wanted to draw
attention toward.
Later that night, on Sept. 1, Kae-

pernick stood and hugged Boyer
during the anthem, standing up.
While Kaepernick and the hundreds of supporting public figures
never intended to disrespect the
flag, many feel as if they have. The
discourse surrounding the flag
is constantly in flux and does not
allow it to represent any single
idea and merely accompanies the
United States on its journey to true
freedom. It is important to remember the civil rights protestors on
“Bloody Sunday” and their willingness to fight, to ignite a discussion
despite clear pushback from fellow
countrymen using the institution
to defend their ignorance.
It is even more important to remember that the flag stood at these
events, on each side of each movement, despite how contradictory
and controversial the events may
have been. If the history of the nation teaches just one single thing,
it is that the United States, seeking
pure freedom in its very nature, is
a constant and evolving dialogue.
The dialogue directly contributes
to freedom, the true meaning behind the flag and the institution of
the United States of America.
Let Kaepernick and the hundreds of public figures in support
of the #TakeaKnee movement use
their elevated social status to raise
awareness for social injustice.
Whether it is in the form of a legal
petition, a victory in the Supreme
Court, a march across one’s home
state or a knee on national television, fight the oppressing status
quo. More importantly, do not let
fellow people of the United States
hold unsubstantiated arguments
of nationalism against anyone and
instead challenge the country to
better itself. History is on the side
of progress.
-Liam Giordano
Political Science '19

Trump lets down hurricane victims
THE POLITICKER

The moment events like Hurricane Maria happen, it is already
too late. People will already be dead and many others will be
caught in the group of such a disaster.
REUVEN GLEZER

H

urricane Maria’s devastation tore through the commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
destroying the homes of thousands
of islanders whose lives have been
further placed in doubt by the economic future of the island.
Among the shattered trees,
flooding and destruction that has
affected a territory long-debating
its status toward the United States,
there is a cloud of doubt that cuts
through the humid air: doubt as
to whether or not the island of
Puerto Rico is of any importance
to the grander scheme of the
United States, and to an incredibly hostile, insecure presidential
administration.
While help has been sent, including food, fuel and other basic supplies, it is no wonder that
the Puerto Rican population may
wonder if Hurricane Maria would
just be the start of its worries.
Last year, the island went essentially bankrupt, caused by a
mounting debt crisis and uncontrolled banking practices on the island from U.S. lenders. Puerto Rico
faces $70 billion in debt caused by
decades of poor management and
poorly enforced measures meant
to prevent such a scenario.
The temporary solution was the
Puerto Rico Oversight, Management and Economic Stability Act,
a law passed to create an oversight
committee on restructuring the

debt of Puerto Rico, and suspending all debt payments.
It was already a shame that it
took so long to realize that constantly adding onto debt would not
somehow create actual payments,
and that the commonwealth could
breathe a sigh of relief.
However, this is ultimately
pointless if there is no island from
which to generate an economy.
The priorities of this administration seem to have been to re-orient
sovereignty over the island and
seemingly treat it less like a country with citizens whose relationship to the United States needs
clarification, and more like a colony, with the draining of capital
and resources high on the list of
priorities. Treating Puerto Rico like
such a body was not going to make
it sustainable, and the debt crisis
proved that. It only took a disaster
of unpredictable proportions to
fully congeal that vision. Unfortunately, that disaster came in the
form of Hurricane Maria.
The infrastructure Puerto Rico
needs is going to have to be rebuilt
from an empty pool of money that
Puerto Ricans fear will be taken
advantage of by the same malicious lenders who helped instigate
the original debt crisis. The reactions that can be expected now are
suggestions from such lenders, to
allow Puerto Rico to borrow money for rebuilding in the wake of the
strongest hurricane to hit the island since 1928.
More importantly, this will not
be the last hurricane to hit the island, not by a long shot.

It is predicted that this year’s
storm season will include much
stronger and much more frequent
hurricanes due to the overreaching effects of climate change. The
economic and environmental
destruction is not enough to convince citizens that there is something seriously wrong with the
way the administration has been
handling a growing mass of issues.
The convergence on the island
of Puerto Rico will just be the latest in a series of disasters to the
places that will be affected the
most. Relief cannot come in the
form of thoughts and prayers and
only support for when the disaster
happens.
The nation must re-orient its
goals to prevent such issues, rather
than facing them the moment that
they happen.
The moment events like Hurricane Maria happen, it is already too late. People will already
be dead and many others will
be caught in the grip of such a
disaster.
The United States needs to continue putting money and resources
into preventative measures against
everything, from predatory lending, to lack of environmental protection, to the very fact that the
world’s climate is being altered
in such a way that will not be
beneficial to the sustainability of
numerous communities around
the globe.
Reuven is a junior studying Literary
Form and Writing. He is the Managing Editor for Refract Magazine.
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Business
Passive investing practices gain appeal over active investing
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Portfolio managers who actively invest put immense effort
into researching markets to buy
and sell securities, resulting in
high management and transaction
fees that are passed along to their
investors.
By contrast, investing in a passively managed fund requires little
research or attention to markets
and faces lower management and
transaction fees. Taking the passive
approach that costs less than active
management has become much
more popular among smaller investors as of late.
The tactic may be more useful
for larger firms that have enough
resources and manpower and can
pursue active management effectively. Actively managing a portfolio can be very effective, especially
in the short run, if investors have
the money to buy and sell large
amounts of securities frequently.
Investors should be able to take
advantage of a stock’s momentum
and profit from the frequent transactions.
Passive investing is appealing to
investors who are more risk averse,
reluctant to deal with time consuming market analysis and willing
to hold investments for long periods of time.
Besides the fact that passively
invested funds cost less than actively managed ones, firms with
passive investment strategies are
continuously outperforming both
hedge funds and firms with actively
managed funds.
It has always been difficult for

managers to consistently beat the
market, and since the 2008 financial crisis and subsequent recession, this has increased.
Both institutional and individual investors benefit from investing
in funds, such as the Vanguard 500
Index Fund, also known as VFINX,
that track the performance of its
benchmark index, the S&P 500.
The Standard and Poor’s 500 index consists of 500 stocks chosen
by economists to reflect the performance of large cap U.S. equities.
The index acts as a benchmark for
investors and is important in decision-making and measuring the
performance of their portfolios.
The most important measures
of a portfolio’s performance are
beta and alpha. Passive investment
portfolios will have a beta very
close to one and an alpha close to
zero. This means that the price of
the fund behaves in a similar manner as the market, and that actual
returns do not differ from market
returns.
In other words, passively invested portfolios track market
performance one-to-one. This is
harder to achieve with actively
managed funds.
Erica Bowman, junior at Baruch
College, said, “Passive investing
takes the research and guesswork
out of the stock market, making
it easier for everyone, like college
students, to invest.” Institutional
investors should invest in passive
funds. With the large investments
that institutional investors make,
cost reduction is a top priority.
The many boards of directors
who control large companies are

NICOLE PUNG | THE TICKER

Passively invested index funds are easier to use, cheaper and grant more consistent returns compared to actively invested funds.
beholden to their shareholders.
Their main goal is to maximize
profit. Reducing the cost of investing, and likely outperforming actively managed funds by passively
investing, could be seen as an intelligent decision with which shareholders might agree.
The Vanguard Group, one of
the world’s largest investment
companies, was one of the first to
offer investment products that required an initial investment of only
$3,000. The investment was attractive to individual investors with
little capital.
According to the company website, the Vanguard 500 total annual
fund operating expenses amount to
only 0.14 percent, 86 percent lower

than the average of funds with similar holdings.
Among over 500 different
stocks, Vanguard 500 has its largest
holdings in companies like Apple
Inc., Johnson & Johnson, Exxon
Mobil Corp., and JPMorgan Chase
& Co. Index funds like these give investors the ability to reduce risk by
diversifying their portfolios.
The effectiveness of Vanguard’s
approach is evidenced by its increasing inflow of funds and their
$3.826 trillion of total assets under
management, which is more than
its competitors combined.
Risk is a large concern for any
investor — another reason why
passive investing, which mitigates
risk, has surged in popularity.

However, to attain a higher rate of
return on an investment, a higher
risk is necessary.
There are two types of risks: systematic and unsystematic. Unsystematic risk comes with a specific
company or industry and should
be minimized. Risk can be reduced
through diversification. Systematic
risk comes with the market overall.
The more systematic risk an investor is willing to take, the higher
their earnings potential.
Currently, taking on less risk
with passive investing seems optimal, but there are a small number
of firms that are beating the market
with much higher returns. Whether they will beat the market consistently remains to be seen.

Robot-managed funds gain popularity over human-managed funds
BY JAHVON MEADOWS
BUSINESS EDITOR
BlackRock, the largest fund
company in the world, is experiencing a new problem that has
affected the entire finance industry in recent years. Funds actively
managed by human managers
have fallen out of favor for funds
managed by robots. At BlackRock,
these low-cost funds have enjoyed
enormous growth as human stock
pickers — who drove much of the
firm’s growth in its early days — are
beginning to fall by the wayside.
The growth of passive investing has also posed a threat to Wall
Street’s human money managers. Passive investing has seen increased popularity in recent years
with trillions of dollars coming out
of actively managed funds to be invested in low-cost, exchange-traded funds and index funds, according to Bloomberg.
BlackRock sees machine-driven
funds as the future. It described a
plan to strengthen its actively managed funds by introducing other
means of investing besides human
judgment, such as involving algorithms and quantitative models.
“The democratization of information has made it much harder
for active management,” said Laurence D. Fink, a founder and chief
executive of BlackRock, in an interview with The New York Times.
“We have to change the ecosystem
— that means relying more on big
data, artificial intelligence, factors
and models within quant and traditional investment strategies.”
As a result, seven of BlackRock’s
53 stock pickers will leave their
funds and several money managers will be delegated to an advisory role, according to The Times.
This recent interest in robots that
can manage funds is a far cry from

the image of the intelligent mutual
fund manager that has dominated
Wall Street since the 1990s.
Even today, asset managers still
claim that they can outperform the
market but charge a high price for
their services. Since the 2008 financial crisis and subsequent recession, however, the performance
of actively managed funds has
suffered. Investors have dropped
these expensive mutual funds for
passive funds like Vanguard 500
that performs better than most actively managed funds and charges
a mere fraction of the cost.
Technology is also playing a
large part in the change of how investing is conducted on Wall Street.
Quants and managers may now
buy or sell Walmart’s stock by looking at a satellite feed to see how
many cars are in the company’s
parking lots, instead of the timehonored practice of evaluating a
company’s balance sheet, according to The Times.
This is not to say that active
management is disappearing. For
BlackRock, active management
represents 16 percent of its revenue. However, “According to data
from Morningstar, only 11 percent
of BlackRock’s actively managed
equity funds have beaten their
benchmarks since 2009,” The New
York Times wrote.
BlackRock has seen the direction investing is going in — including lower fees, more passive investing and a greater use of technology,
such as algorithms, robotic advisors and managers, and big data to
help invest.
“The old way of people sitting
in a room picking stocks, thinking
they are smarter than the next guy
— that does not work anymore,”
said Mark Wiseman, a former top
executive from a Canadian pension
fund. “These are stormy seas for

JULIAN TINEO | THE TICKER

Large ﬁrms like BlackRock are forgoing human stock pickers for robot managed funds, which are cheaper and provide high yield.
active managers, but we at BlackRock are an aircraft carrier, and we
are going to chart our way through
these seas.”
Most investors would probably
agree that BlackRock is making
an intelligent decision. Some believe that many who work on Wall
Street will soon lose their careers
as an influx of programmers hired
by financial institutions write selfteaching algorithms that can do
their jobs better than they can.
“Algorithms are coming for your
job — they only ask for electricity,” said Rishi Ganti, who owns the
firm Orthogon Partners Investment
Management Co. “Algorithms are
already reading, processing, and
trading the news even before the
photons have hit your retina.”
To counteract this, Ganti sug-

gests that human managers have to
find a niche in which they can specialize. He recommends esoteric
assets, which are some of the most
obscure investments one can acquire. Some of Ganti’s investments
have included “alternative funding
for charter schools in the United
States, or cash paid upfront to collect judgment due at Brazil’s supreme court,” according to Bloomberg. These types of investments
require human capital to manage,
which justifies the purpose of having a human fund manager in an
industry kowtowing to technology’s capability.
Funds that use algorithms for
trading already account for a third
of the industry’s assets. Stock analysis is increasingly being done by
machines instead of humans. In-

vesting in esoteric assets may be
a good way for fund managers to
distinguish themselves from robots
and computer code, but it is hard to
perform well, as the assets themselves are risky and hard to value.
Orthogon has managed an even 14
percent return on esoteric assets,
from September 2008 to December
2014, outperforming the S&P 500
index.
Additionally, human capital is
useful in other ways. Some wealthier clients have been wary of moving
their investments to firms entirely
managed by robots, like Betterment
LLC. Betterment has added advice
from financial planners to its services. The top four robotic advisors
have boosted Betterment’s assets
by almost 80 percent last year.
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As value soars, cryptocurrencies become tenable investments
BY FRANCIE ZELTSER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Bitcoin, currently the most successful publicly traded cryptocurrency, has risen to over $4,300 this
week. It has had a quick recovery
from the recent ban on bitcoin
trading in one of its largest market
countries, China, which felt threatened by the potential replacement
to its yuan. A big plus to the cryptocurrency came from Switzerland’s
announcement to allow another
bank to exchange bitcoin on the
SIX Swiss Exchange.
There have been many controversial theories about bitcoin’s success, like when billionaire Howard
Marks dubbed bitcoin a pyramid
scheme. Others believe bitcoin is
a bubble waiting to burst because
of the overstated surrounding optimism. With such a high-risk investment, it is important to explain
bitcoin’s advantages and flaws,
and what makes it different from
other cryptocurrencies, such as
dogecoins.
There have been many concerns
surrounding bitcoin’s growth,
such as the potential for increased
criminal transactions and money
laundering. Bitcoin, which is not
controlled by any central authority or middleman, and can be used
anonymously, makes for an ideal
currency for nefarious actors. This
past summer, Russian cybercriminals were caught selling illegal
drugs and weaponry using bitcoin.
In July, Alexander Vinnik was arrested in Greece for laundering
over $4 billion in bitcoin. Bitcoin’s
remarkable self-sufficiency is
widely debated, leading people to
question whether this attribute is a
strength or a weakness.
Investors worry that people will
be turned off by a currency with
no governmental enforcement or
assurance. However, what gives

bitcoin its value is quite similar to
what gives any currency its value;
a currency’s value is determined
by how much people are willing to
pay for it. The dollar has no intrinsic value, but the U.S. government
guarantees its use as legal tender,
and becuase people believe in the
strength of the U.S. government,
they are willing to use the dollar in
transactions.
The amount of people who use
the dollar, or have faith in the U.S.
government’s financial position,
determines its value. Bitcoin is
similar, in that the cryptocurrency
has no value by itself, but derives
its value from other people who are
willing to buy and sell it.
Because people are trading and
investing in the high-priced, limited supply of bitcoin, it means that
bitcoin is valuable. The amount of
electricity necessary to mine bitcoins is approximately as much as
a small country would use to power
itself. Additionally, bitcoin has a
controlled supply, in that only 21
million bitcoins can be mined in
total. Because of the difficulty of
production and the total limit, bitcoin can act as a relatively stable
currency.
Bitcoin might be experiencing
a bit of a bubble lately, but that is
normal for both new currencies
and for technology considered to
be highly innovative. Blockchain,
the technology behind bitcoin, has
been a real game changer. Blockchain is a new program for validating all bitcoin transactions and
recording them into a permanent
database. Major banks have been
looking into this technology in the
hope that it will minimize the number of participants in a transaction.
They also believe it will lead to faster and cheaper banking processes.
This can be useful for banks to efficiently spread into developing
countries where people might only
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Bitcoin, one of the most popular cryptocurrenices, has drawn both capital and apprehension from investors and ﬁnancial ﬁrms.
earn a few hundred dollars a year.
Some investors worry that bitcoin is a fad, with a dubious value
that may diminish into nothing.
While that is a valid concern, one
counterargument can be made by
looking at the purchasing power
of the dollar over the last century, which has tremendously
decreased.
Like any asset, there is always
some degree of volatility. Bitcoin
wants to be considered a new asset
class where value may be stored,
and what investors can use to diversify their portfolio. Since fiat
currencies are inflationary in nature, investments are made into
other assets in the attempt to avoid
the loss of purchasing power. If bitcoin’s growth percentage is compared to the growth percentage

of other investments, commonly
regarded as bubbles, such as technology, biotechnology and real estate, it becomes clear that the cryptocurrency has outperformed all
of them.
Compare bitcoin to another value storing asset: gold. Gold stores
value so well not because of gold’s
use in jewelry or manufacturing,
but because its value is not controlled by the government; there
is a limited amount on Earth and
the speed of mining gold is known.
Bitcoin is cheaper to move, store
and divide compared to gold. Some
have even called it the “gold for the
internet age.”
If bitcoin takes just 5 percent
of the estimated $8 trillion total
market cap of gold, then each bitcoin will be worth $25,000. If an

exchange-traded fund is ever created for bitcoin, it is likely that it will
receive a lot of money from institutional investors seeking to diversify
their portfolios.
The price of bitcoin is determined by the amount buyers are
willing to pay. As more merchants
accept bitcoin, it will become more
of a useful commodity. Bitcoin’s
future relies on whether we will accept it as a valid source of exchange.
As the market currently has
much room to expand, bitcoin
value is increasing at a reasonable
pace. Once expansion steadies
down, its growth will naturally slow
down. Young investors with an endurance for long-term, volatile investments may do well to put their
money in a new, exciting investment, such as bitcoin.
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Chance the Rapper brings political activism to Queens concert
BY NELLIE LICUL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Sept. 26 and 27, Chance the
Rapper joined the list of legends
who have performed at the Forest
Hills Tennis Stadium.
The doors opened at 7 p.m.,
and the people who had waited
in line for hours just to be 10 feet
away from their favorite artist took
off like horses at a race. The rest
of the stadium slowly filled up as
Francis and the Lights and DJ Oreo
warmed up the crowd.
By the time Chance performed,
every sold-out seat was filled with
screaming fans, except for the poor,
unfortunate souls who had passed
out due to the heat and the close
quarters in the general admission
section. Chance playfully teased
his fans by coming out during Francis and the Lights’ set, not to sing,
but to perform a choreographed
dance with his opener. He immediately won the crowd over with his
goofy smile.
“Mixtape” began to play as darkness and smoke filled the arena.
Chance rode across the stage on
what looked like a children’s bike
and began to sing his hit song.
The first note Chance sang was
matched with fire and fireworks.
His energy rivaled the excitement
of the audience. He seamlessly
blended Donnie Trumpet’s sound
into “Blessings,” “Angels” and then
“Juke Jam.”
Although Justin Bieber did not
join Chance on stage for his feature
in “Juke Jam,” the Social Experiment joined Chance for “Sunday
Candy” and the rest of the concert.

“I’m sorry to those of you who
came last night but tonight is so
much more cracking, I don’t mean
to offend you if your grandma was
here yesterday, but your grandma
didn’t jump up and down yesterday,” Chance joked with the audience before singing his famous
lines, “You singing too, but your
grandma ain’t my grandma.”
Halfway through the concert,
Chance slowed things down a bit
and performed a new song with
no title, even forgetting the words
on stage and starting again. That
shows just how new the song was.
“No more knee slappin’ or
shoe shinin’ or shoe signin’ ‘til the
dream happens, I’m just gon’ keep
rappin’, and y’all just keep clappin’ and keep actin’ like Flint got
clean water and y’all don’t got teen
daughters and black friends and
gay cousins, y’all just gon’ say nothin,’” Chance sang in a melancholy
voice as thousands of lighters and
flashlights lit up the arena.
Fans were excited that this was
the first concert where he perfomed this song.
Beside his charismatic personality and revolutionary music,
Chance is known for his political
activism and publicly speaking out
about corrupt record labels, world
problems and issues in Chicago.
During his song “No Problem,”
Chance sings, “If one more label
tries to stop me,” and then continues by singing, “You don’t want
no problem with me.” This song is
a direct smack in the face to label
heads as Chance proudly and successfully stands on stage, remaining an independent artist.

The hook blared in the background as the word “phony” written in the Sony font appeared on
the screen behind him.
To solidify his point about being
strong and independent, this song
won the Best Rap Performance at
the 2017 Grammy Awards, while
Chance also won Best New Artist and his most recent solo mixtape, Coloring Book, won Best
Rap Album.
Chance’s awards are a reflection
of his contributions and influence
on pop music. He is technically
classified as a Christian rapper,

which is evident when you really
pay attention to his lyrics.
Chance’s whimsical influence
can be heard on the tracks of up
and coming acts, like D.R.A.M., Lil
Yachty and even in some of Lil Uzi
Vert’s singles.
Chance takes a lighter, more melodic approach to his work, clearly
influenced by his hero, Kanye West,
and even reminiscent of rapper
Drake. This new wave of rap music
is interestingly palatable, melodic
and mainstream-radio friendly.
The only negative takeaway
from the show was that Chance was

supposed to begin at 8:15 p.m. but
did not start playing until after 9
p.m. He then only performed for 75
minutes.
At previous festival appearances, like The Meadows and The Governors Ball Music Festival, he performed longer sets that had more
variety in songs. During this concert, he played almost every song
from Coloring Book, three songs
from Acid Rap and then performed
an ode to Kanye in a three-song
medley. While entertaining, fans
expected more diversity in his song
selection, and a longer set.
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Halfway through the concert, Chance the Rapper performed a new song with no title, even forgetting the words on stage.

Portnoy assembles entourage of
musicians for concert at Irving Plaza
BY LUIS LUCERO
COMPILED BY MAXIM IBADOV
Cardi B’s “Bodak Yellow”
reached number one on the Billboard Hot 100 after dethroning
Taylor Swift’s “Look What You
Made Me Do.” The Bronx artist has
become the first female rapper to
achieve a solo No. 1 hit since Lauryn Hill’s “Doo-Wop (That Thing)”
in 1998.
_______________________
J Balvin and Willy William presented a remix of their summer
hit “Mi Gente” featuring Beyoncé.
Following the release, the remix
topped charts on multiple streaming sites. Beyoncé donated proceeds from the song to hurricane
relief charities for Puerto Rico,
Mexico and other affected areas.
_______________________
Tom Petty, who has sold over
80 million records, died at the age
of 66 from a heart attack. He was
known as the lead singer of Tom
Petty and the Heartbreakers, as
well as the co-founder of the band
Traveling Wilburys.
_______________________
A Doll’s House, Part 2, a Lucas
Hnath sequel to Henrik Ibsen’s
classic play, closed on Broadway.
The show, which starred Tonywinner Laurie Metcalf, ran 30
previews and 173 regular performances.
_______________________
A musical biopic about the life
of pop legend Cher has announced
its Broadway run. The show plans
to celebrate the singer’s career
by having three actresses portray
Cher in different eras. Following
a tryout in Chicago during the

summer of 2018, the production
plans to take Broadway in the fall
of 2018, at the Neil Simon Theatre.
_______________________
The Emmy Award-winning
show “Saturday Night Live” has
returned for its 43rd season. The
first episode was hosted by Ryan
Gosling and featured Alec Baldwin
as President Donald Trump in the
cold opening. Jay Z was the musical guest, honoring Colin Kaepernick during his performances of
“Bam” and “4:44” from his latest
album.
_______________________
Former Fox News star Megyn
Kelly premiered her new NBC talk
show “Megyn Kelly Today.” In spin
away from politics, Kelly promises
that the show will be bipartisan,
uplifting and authentic.
_______________________
The Lion King’s Tony-winner
director, Julie Taymor, will direct
a biopic about feminist icon Gloria Steinem for the big screen. The
screenplay will be written by Sarah
Ruhl, who is known for her work
on off-Broadway stages.
_______________________
French cosmetics and hair
product giant L’Oréal presented
its first ever fashion show at Paris
Fashion Week. The runway featured not only a parade of models,
but also British pop star Cheryl, as
well as Oscar-winning actresses
Helen Mirren and Jane Fonda.
The show was created to
showcase the brand’s new products and contributions to Paris
Fashion Week over the years, as
well as solidify its status in the
fashion world.

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Drumming extraordinaire Mike
Portnoy certainly has a lot on his
schedule when it comes to bands.
He currently has five active bands
under his belt, which range in
genre from traditional progressive
rock to raw heavy metal.
2017 will see two new bands
added to Portnoy’s repertoire. The
first, Sons of Apollo, is an entirely
original outfit featuring members
of Guns N’ Roses, Mr. Big and Talisman, among many others. Their
debut album will be released on
Oct. 20. The other band, in contrast, is exclusively live and aimed
at closing the door on his past.
Portnoy first gained fame as a
founding member of progressive
metal mainstay Dream Theater.
From 1986 to 2010, he wrote and
performed several groundbreaking albums and singles, including
the band’s signature song “Pull
Me Under.” But there was one song
that meant a lot to Portnoy.
During Dream Theater’s rise to
popularity in the 1990s, Portnoy
struggled with a mounting alcohol
addiction. After kicking the habit
through Alcoholics Anonymous’
12-step recovery program, Portnoy
started the long process of writing
songs that called attention to his
experiences.
Taking seven years to write
and fragmented across five studio
albums, the aptly named 12-Step
Suite was originally intended to be
played in full during Dream Theater’s live shows.
But Portnoy’s departure obviously put those plans on ice. Neither party had ever performed the
entire suite in concert, until now.
For this new group dubbed
Mike Portnoy’s Shattered Fortress,

Portnoy has assembled a massive
entourage of musicians to bring his
personal opus to life.
Rounding out the lineup is guitarist Eric Gillette, who also played
with Portnoy as a member of The
Neal Morse Band. Together, the
band played the suite around the
world, including a single sold-out,
U.S. headlining show at Irving
Plaza.
The night started off with an appearance by Next to None, a progressive metal band featuring Portnoy’s son, Max Portnoy, on drums.
Playing songs from its sophomore
effort, Phases, this new band shows
a lot of potential to be a big name in
its own right. Portnoy is definitely a
new talent worth keeping tabs on.
Amid the familiar theme song
for Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho playing over the PA system, the main
set began with selections from
Dream Theater’s 1999 rock opera,
Metropolis Pt. II: Scenes from a
Memory.
Disappointedly, the band hardly ventures beyond that album and
the 12-Step Suite when it comes to
Dream Theater songs written by
Portnoy. Other songs written during that time include “Just Let Me
Breathe,” “Honor Thy Father” and
“Constant Motion,” among others.
In that regard, the Dream Theater selections performed during the show left something to be
desired.
Despite this, Portnoy’s new
band delivered the goods and then
some. At no point did it feel like
watching a tribute band. If anything, one could make the argument that Shattered Fortress provides a better Dream Theater show
than the real Dream Theater.
The addition of the band Haken was an ingenious decision,
considering the band is quickly

becoming a premier progressive
metal band.
Rather than mimic Dream Theater, the band brought about its
own take on the songs while paying tribute to the original arrangements.
One interesting addition to the
set list was “The Mirror,” off the
1994 album Awake. Being the earliest Dream Theater song to focus
on the topic of alcoholism, it serves
as a sort of prelude to the 12-Step
Suite. Compared to the original
studio version, keyboardist Diego
Tejeida added an extended keytar
solo on the bridge in this performance.
After the song ended, the
sounds of vinyl scratch and church
bells marked the beginning of
the main portion of the set. Just
the thought of finally hearing the
suite the way it was intended to be
heard was an incredibly cathartic
experience.
While Haken’s Ross Jennings
provided vocals throughout most
of the show, Gillette provided lead
vocals for the third part, “The Root
of All Evil.” Portnoy also had a turn
at the mic during the slower song,
“Repentance.”
By the end of the main set,
Portnoy’s enthusiasm spread out
across the packed hall.
As a retrospective tour of Portnoy’s past, Shattered Fortress was
a delightful treat for fans, but as a
means of closing the door to his
time in Dream Theater, it was a
well-deserved victory lap.
As for his former band, the current iteration of Dream Theater will
be performing at the Beacon Theatre on Nov. 16, where the band
will play its 1992 breakthrough
album, Images and Words, in
its entirety.
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The LEGO Ninjago Movie falls flat among LEGO Movie series
REEL REVIEWS

BENJAMIN WALLIN

Putting it nicely, The LEGO Ninjago Movie is the third best entry
in the LEGO Movie series. Compared to the wonderful predecessors that were The LEGO Movie and
The LEGO Batman Movie, Ninjago
falls flat.
Though it is not a bad movie,
it cannot compare to the wellbalanced, continuously humorous
films that it follows.
The premise offers promising
story material. Dave Franco plays
Lloyd Garmadon, a teenager who
secretly defends his city as the
Green Ninja, and who is also the
son of his own antagonist, Lord
Garmadon.
Lloyd and his friends fight Lord
Garmadon on a regular basis, each
as a ninja of a different element:
ice, lightning, earth, water, fire
and green.
The emotional arc inherent in
a warrior fighting his estranged
father, expressed through the humor and style of LEGO movies past
could have been amazing.
Ninjago lacks what its predecessors had, though. The first two
movies had a laugh at nearly every
moment, with humor both simplistic and clever, while Ninjago has
extended scenes lacking anything
enjoyable.
The big surprise of The LEGO
Movie was its depth; it featured
a multilayered narrative involv-

ing state surveillance, individuality and musings on the nature of
LEGO. The LEGO Batman Movie
was insightful regarding the themes
of loneliness and family.
The themes this time around are
mostly a rehash of what has been
seen before, such as Lloyd trying to
find individuality like Emmet in The
LEGO Movie and Lord Garmadon
examining his lonely life as Batman
does in his own movie.
Ninjago is somewhat of a retread, coming across as ho-hum in
its repetition.
There are some positive moments among the blandness. The
opening credits are a delightful
homage to classic kung fu movies.
A joke involving the one-time appearance of the Fuchsia Ninja is
hysterical.
LEGO construction is entertaining in its inclusion of stickers. There
is a great cameo by Michael Strahan and there are other moments
that are skillfully done.
These moments are too few and
far between. There is too much
time spent waiting for enjoyment,
watching the action unfold. Uninspired musical cues repeatedly invade the film in a way that make the
incessant repetition of The LEGO
Movie’s “Everything is Awesome”
feel like something desirable.
Visually, the film suffers from
the Michael Bay style of mechanical incomprehensibility as found in
the Transformers movie series. Ninjas ride in mechs, large robots akin
to the “Jaegers” of Pacific Rim, each
customized to their own unique
elements.
Once these mechs go into battle,
their extensive moving parts, all
framed a little too close, become
difficult to discern, and create unpleasing visuals.
The aesthetic of the film lacks
the original’s sense of style, with
the original ensuring that every
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The LEGO Ninjago Movie follows a teenager who secretly defends his city and is shunned for being the son of an evil warlord.
piece of the movie was somehow
made out of LEGO, while Ninjago
uses CGI water and elements of
nature instead. The previous entries were attentive to detail to the
point where the lack of specificity in this film becomes noticeably
disappointing.
If The LEGO Movie had been this
sort of film — pleasant but forgettable and nothing special but not
a complete waste of time — that
would have been understandable.
The film was expected to be a
corporate cash grab, a way of making box office money and squeezing in advertising as well. Instead
its creators, Phil Lord and Chris
Miller, made something wonderful
and hysterical, thoughtful yet approachable.
Its follow-up in the way of The
LEGO Batman Movie was another
masterstroke, excellently weaving

together the Batman lore and the
LEGO world. The mediocrity of this
third film is so much more disappointing as a result.
Even the MacGuffin of the film,
the item of power that multiple
people are seeking, feels like a page
stolen from the book of The LEGO
Movie. In the first film, the Kragle is
a weapon of ultimate power that is
prophesied to be able to be defeated by the Pièce De Résistance.
Ninjago has its own weapon
of ultimate power in the form of
a laser pointer that summons a
cat. Though the two are unique in
sense of use, the centrality of a realworld object within the plot that is
referred to by a name of mystical
nature is something that feels tediously redone.
For anyone without expectations, The LEGO Ninjago Movie will
be fine. There are enough funny

moments to fill a conversation on
the way to the parking lot after leaving the movie. Lord Garmadon’s
backstory moments are extremely
enjoyable; they are cheesy and
sweet and reveal a lot about his
character.
However, any viewer expecting more of the excellence that this
franchise has provided will leave
disappointed.
The film functions by building
concepts of what would probably
be funny, the kind of speculative
humor that does not play out well
in the transition from idea to script
to screen.
There is excessive talking in lieu
of concise storytelling or a subtler
delivery of information and theme.
Some of the most disappointing movies are just like Ninjago
— not a bad movie, but a waste of
potential.

Never Built New York exposes visitors to unrealized architecture
BY LUIS LUCERO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

During the course of its near
400-year history, New York City
has grown by leaps and bounds.
With this trend showing absolutely no signs of ever slowing down,
the Queens Museum in Flushing Meadows-Corona Park has
opened a new exhibit dedicated to
the many ideas that never left the
drawing board titled Never Built
New York.
Partially funded by a successful Kickstarter campaign, this exhibit presents to visitors all types of
schemes for canceled skyscrapers,
bridges and other, more outlandish
proposals that seem straight out of
science fiction rather than from city
proposals.
The exhibition is broken into
three sections, each taking up an
entire gallery of the museum. The
first part, housed in the Rubin Gallery, focuses primarily on Manhattan and mostly on transportation.
As congestion and traffic reached
a breaking point at the turn of the
20th century, a desperate search for
a solution began.
While this obviously manifested
into the city’s current subway system, various other proposals were
thrown around at that time.
Many of the potential transit
systems that were featured all revolved around a pneumatic system
that even today seems ahead of
its time.
Even with the final design for
the subway, there was also a map
for a massive expansion project in
place.
The exhibit took on a briefly
somber note when the World Trade
Center was discussed. Not only
were the scrapped proposals from
the post-9/11 architecture competition featured, but so were various
concepts for the original site when

it was being planned in the 1960s.
A handful of the projects featured in the room were actually
built, but went through radical
changes in design and purpose.
One example is Rockefeller
Center. Originally, the centerpiece
of the site was intended to be a new
home for the Metropolitan Opera.
But the devastating stock market
crash of 1929 caused John D. Rockefeller Jr. to repurpose the site as a
complex of commercial buildings,
replacing the opera house with the
75-story skyscraper that dominates
the site.
Another example was with
Central Park. Aside from renderings of planned layouts and grand
entrances provided by the NewYork Historical Society, there were
also abandoned concepts to make
the park look more like a forested
Grand Avenue, along the lines of
the National Mall in Washington,
D.C.
The second portion, named
Panorama of the City of New York,
fills up an area that comprises
9,335 square feet in the museum.
While the model itself was largely
untouched, the museum added
glowing plastic molds throughout various spots on the model to
illustrate where several of these
proposed structures would have
been built.
Several of the proposals featured in the panorama are familiar to New Yorkers, including West
Side Stadium, which was an attempt by the city to bring the New
York Jets back to the five boroughs.
Another proposal featured is
I.M. Pei’s famous plan to replace
Grand Central Terminal with a
108-story office tower that, at the
time, would have been the tallest
structure in the world.
Some of the most surreal concepts in the whole exhibition are
featured in this room. Alongside

the Hudson River, plans for a mammoth elevated airport stretching
from 34th Street to 59th Street take
up a huge portion of the miniature
Manhattan.
Another bizarre idea spanned
across the Hudson. Looking to
solve both the congestion and
housing crises that plagued the city
in the 1930s, architect Raymond
Hood created several renderings
for a proposed bridge to New Jersey
that had several large residential
and commercial buildings placed
on top of its span.
While the Great Depression
made those plans completely unbuildable, it is a scheme that has
surprisingly not been attempted
again in the 21st century.
Finally, in the sunlight-bathed
atrium stands a section dedicated
specifically to the planned but
never built concepts for Flushing
Meadows, concluding the exhibition with a more local perspective.
In the center of the atrium is a
strangely shaped bouncy house.
This design is actually inspired by
a planned but never built structure
for the Eliot Noyes Westinghouse
Pavilion at the 1964 to 1965 New
York World’s Fair.
The original headquarters for
the United Nations was in the
building that currently houses the
Queens Museum.
In the process of creating a permanent home for the organization,
several concepts for a facility in
Queens were thrown before the decision was made to move to Manhattan.
Flushing Meadows is known
for its sporting facilities, and the
museum features two potential
professional sports stadiums that
would have been built within park
borders.
The first was a fairly recent proposal for a permanent home for
the New York Football Club, which
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The Eliot Noyes Westinghouse Pavilion Bouncy Castle is based on Noyes’ concept of
the Westinghouse Pavilion for the 1964 World’s Fair.
would have been built alongside
the northern edge of the park, and
the other was a massive enclosed
stadium where Citi Field is currently located.
With a total capacity of 160,000,
it would have been the largest major league stadium in the
city’s history.
Finally, there were a couple of
rejected schemes for the museum’s
lengthy renovation to round off the
entire exhibition.
While the concept and execution of the whole display are very
well done, the only real drawback

is the lack of focus toward the other
boroughs: Brooklyn, the Bronx and
Staten Island. While those boroughs are featured in spades, they
are not given as big a focus as Manhattan and Flushing Meadows.
As it is, Never Built New York is
definitely worth checking out. Both
art lovers and history buffs will
enjoy it. The display runs through
Feb. 18, 2018.
There is also a companion book
by co-curators Greg Goldin and
Sam Lubell, featuring even more
concepts that were not featured in
the exhibition.
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Virtual reality to hit AMC theaters
The AMC and Dreamscape Immersive deal brings its investment in Dreamscape to over $40 million.
BY ESTELLE SAAD

BY ALEX WIECKOWSKI

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

AMC Entertainment is investing at least $20 million in Dreamscape Immersive, a startup in the
middle of creating what it calls the
“virtual reality multiplex.”
AMC agreed to finance the
unveiling of the product in North
America and in the United Kingdom. When it develops, virtual
reality is expected to aid the movie
industry by drawing people to theaters again.
Dreamscape Immersive has
been working on the virtual reality multiplex for about a year and a
half. Dreamscape is a VR storytelling studio that focuses on roomscale installations and real-time
motion tracking.
When it is completed, Dreamscape Immersive locations will offer a selection of experiences, all
of which allow up to six people to
be in a virtual environment at the
same time.
AMC agreed to invest $10 million in equity investment, as well
as a separate $10 million to the VR
content fund, the company announced Tuesday.
Some of the Dreamscape locations will be in preexisting AMC
theaters while others will stand
alone.
Either way, six locations are
scheduled to open in the next 18
months. In addition, a flagship location in Los Angeles’ Westfield
Century City Mall is set to open in
the first quarter of next year.
Tickets are expected to cost between $15 and $20, and each experience will be approximately 10
minutes long.
These virtual experiences are
not intended to replace movies.
Rather, they are meant to comple-

Navarro gives insight to
reading body language
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Some Dreamscape Immersive locations will open in preexisting AMC theaters.
ment them. With the expansion of
online streaming and shopping,
movie theaters and malls are trying
to find new ways to draw customers. The virtual reality multiplex is
expected to be a way for them to
succeed in doing that.
AMC, the biggest cinema chain
in the United States, lost half its
market value this year. This is one
of the many add-ons AMC and
other theaters have offered customers in recent years, including
luxury seating, fully stocked bars
and gourmet restaurants.
Numerous attempts at virtual
reality experiences have failed, but
Dreamscape Immersive is thought
to be different because of how
much technology has advanced.
Each experience will cost about
$1.5 million to $2 million to produce. AMC’s hope is that once people are already at the movie theater
for the virtual experience, they will
stay for a movie as well.

Dreamscape plans on creating
experiences that tie in to upcoming films and sporting events, as
well as producing original stories.
However, the company says
that this new medium is one that
is entirely different from movies.
Its plan is not to just build on fan
favorites, but to also create an entirely new experience.
The installation spaces are
planned to be 16 by 16 feet and
surrounded by a railing. Users will
use headsets, gloves and some
motion-tracking sensors.
Body-mapping technology will
allow people to interact as fullbody virtual avatars in a computergenerated environment.
Following these initial installations, Dreamscape plans to expand globally.
This deal brings the total investment in Dreamscape to over $40
million, including backing from
director Steven Spielberg.

Almost everyone has been in a
situation where they wished that
they had telepathic powers so they
could read other people’s minds.
Perhaps this happens at a job interview or on a first date.
Although the ability to read
minds is still impossible, the next
best thing can be done — reading
body language.
Having spent 25 years as an FBI
counterintelligence special agent
and a supervisor specializing in
nonverbal communications, Joe
Navarro provides an insightful
guide to reading body language
in his book, What Every BODY
is Saying.
In each chapter of his book,
Navarro describes a different section of the body and analyzes the
meaning behind each nonverbal
movement. He covers everything
from simple eye movements to
shifts made by the entire body.
In addition to defining nonverbal cues, Navarro provides readers
with images so they could better
understand certain gestures.
Throughout the book, Navarro
also tackles common misconceptions about body language. For
instance, most people believe that
the face is the most honest body
part, and therefore is the prime
location to look for nonverbal
signals that reflect an individual’s
true feelings.
However, this is incorrect because most people, when trying
to hide their true intentions, consciously attempt to alter their facial expressions.
People lie with their faces because that is what they have been
taught since childhood. Kids are

taught to put on a happy face and
give a warm greeting to relatives,
even though they may dislike
them. People even compliment
individuals who show no facial expressions by saying that they have
a great poker face.
When gauging a person’s true
feelings, most people start at the
top of the body, where the face is,
and work their way down.
Having conducted countless
interviews for the FBI, Navarro is
convinced that the proper way to
gauge a person’s true feelings is
by starting with the legs and then
working one’s way up.
Navarro writes that before humans learned to communicate
verbally, they spoke with their
body, the legs usually being the
first body parts to "speak."
If there was a threat, the legs
would start to turn away from the
danger; if something was attractive, such as food or a mate, the
legs would turn toward the object
of desire.
Having the ability to understand body language can be an
incredibly useful tool in a person’s
life. It is applicable to everything
from job interviews to first dates to
networking events.
It is true that certain gestures
may have a different meaning in
different cultures. For example,
holding two fingers up in a the
shape of a vee means peace in
some cultures, but victory in others.
The vast majority of nonverbal cues have the same universal
meaning, however.
Some people say that human
communication is 20 percent
verbal and 80 percent nonverbal,
is even approximately accurate,
Navarro’s book is definitely one
worth checking out.

The Golden Circle’s attempt at new direction betrays growing pains
BY CHARLES TABASSO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Eggsy must have been the only
person who did not see the trailer
for his own sequel, because it came
as no surprise to anyone else that
Harry Hart, played by Colin Firth,
would be donning an eyepatch this
time around. Thankfully, the trailer
for Kingsman: The Golden Circle
gave just enough of these breadcrumbs away to be in good taste.
The audience may be able to
anticipate the 30-second clips that
have been screened, but those
short scenes are seldom in the correct chain of events.
This is where The Golden Circle is
able to build up the most suspense
in a genre where the audience ultimately knows what to expect: hero
shoots first, swears, double-taps
with style, then saves the day.
With the majority of Kingsmen
wiped out like splattered insects in
the first half hour, survivors Eggsy,
played by Taron Egerton and Merlin, played by Mark Strong, rendezvous at the Kentucky Whiskey
distillery.
Introducing a new set of characters, including hothead Agent Tequila played by Channing Tatum,
Ginger Ale played by Halle Berry
and Whiskey played by Pedro Pascal from “Game of Thrones,” the
Statesmen pledge their allegiance
to avenge the Kingsmen’s fallen
brethren.
However, moving past the bombastic introductions, their purpose is better expressed through
the allusions to Kingsman: The
Secret Service than with their own
backstories.
Right from the start, a major plot
twist is thrown at the audience —
Agent Tequila is down for the count
and stays that way for nearly the
entire film. This comes as the biggest and most intriguing surprise,
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After their headquarters are destroyed, the Kingsmen must work with another secret organization to defeat a common enemy.

Film director Matthew Vaughn seizes this opportunity and the rest of the ﬁlm has a pervasive
sense of the unexpected. There are several clever moments of misdirection in the previews
that give the audience, like the special agents, a false sense of security without spoiling
too many action scenes.
considering the trailer’s heavy emphasis on Egerton, Firth and Tatum
kicking.
Film director Matthew Vaughn
seizes this opportunity and the rest
of the film has a pervasive sense of
the unexpected. There are several
clever moments of misdirection
in the previews that give the audience, like the special agents, a false
sense of security without spoiling
too many action scenes.
The super villain, Poppy Adams, is played by Julianne Moore.
By means of introduction, Poppy is
clearly as sadistic as she is capable.

However, she rarely outdoes her
first impression.
Her method of world domination, poisoning every drug not
available over the counter, is a welljuxtaposed but poorly established
means of taking the entire world
hostage.
The Golden Circle cartel she controls deserves more of a “Narcos”
treatment in this regard. However,
the lack of context given around
Poppy’s rise to power undermines
the impact of her fall and sacrifices any potential for depth in her
character.

Unfortunately, the film shoehorns bite-sized exposition more
than necessary, with one describing Poppy as a Harvard University
graduate who seemingly dropped
off the face of the earth. Disappointingly, we know and learn as
much about this elusive villain as
the rest of the world — zip.
Strangely enough, Elton John,
played by himself, is a more dynamic character. Imprisoned and
forced to be the piano man of
Poppyland, John is representative of The Golden Circle’s biggest
strengths of comedic relief mixed

into the usual bits of ultra-violence.
By some bizarre blessing in disguise, John has more screen time
than Tatum.
With Tatum out of action and
the majority of the United States on
an extremely lethal drug-cleansing
program, the stakes have never
been higher for the three remaining Kingsmen.
Their search for an antidote
takes them everywhere from the
snowy mountains of Switzerland
to a music festival in Glastonbury,
which includes the most dramatic
trip past third base since the Cubs
won the World Series.
The
outlandish
situations
Egerton gets himself into this time
around are still hysterical, although
occasionally err on the side of bad
taste. But it is Firth’s rehabilitation
after his headshot trauma that is
The Golden Circle’s true wild card.
While Firth recovers from the
amnesia expected of someone who
has had their brains blown out, he
is nevertheless handicapped by the
injury and risks being a liability to
his teammates.
This creates a very interesting
set of identity crises — for both
Egerton and Firth, as Egerton assumes Firth’s position after Samuel
L. Jackson shoots him. The pupil
must now take charge of his teacher and this makes for the most refreshing aspect of the film.
For a sequel that beats the dead
horse out of impersonating James
Bond films, The Golden Circle’s attempt at a new direction betrays
its growing pains. When it sticks to
its roots and is nothing but highoctane action, it is doing what it
does best.
While it is not a step backward,
The Golden Circle only packs its
punch with a handful of innuendos
and shell casings and fails to reach
any meaningful climax.
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Science & Technology
‘Shadow of War’ among video games slated for October release
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
MANAGING EDITOR

October is a thrilling month for
the gaming community, promising
the release of many heavily anticipated new titles and new entries to
prominent franchises. Most notably, fans of “Assassin’s Creed” and
“Wolfenstein” will finally gain access to the series’ most recent entries, while “Middle-earth: Shadow
of Mordor” will finally get a sequel.
To top that off, PAX Australia will
take place in Melbourne, Australia
from Oct. 27 to Oct. 29.
The 2014 release of “Shadow of
Mordor” saw a lot of critical acclaim,
receiving over 50 Game of the Year
awards and high ratings on GameSpot, IGN and Steam. Following a
three-year wait, Monolith Productions is finally releasing the game’s
sequel, “Middle-earth: Shadow
of War.”
“Shadow of War” will directly
follow the “Shadow of Mordor”
narrative, following the protagonists Talion and Celebrimbor, the
elven spirit who shares control of
Talion’s body.
“To save Middle-earth, you will
be traveling behind enemy lines
and using a new ring of power to
forge an army and conquer Mordor
again,” a trailer on the game’s website stated.
Each region that the player can
conquer features its own environment. The overlords featured in the
game all require different strategies
to take down.
Also, each save will result in a
different, randomized set of enemies that the character will have

to face, meaning that the same
battle scene will be different for
each player and during each playthrough.
The game will be released on
Oct. 10 for PlayStation 4, Xbox One
and PC.
Oct. 27 will mark the release of
two major titles, including “Assassin’s Creed: Origins” and “Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus,” both of
which will be available on PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC.
In the past, Ubisoft released at
least one “Assassin’s Creed” title
per year. Following the release of
the last title, “Assassin’s Creed: Syndicate,” the studio decided to take
a two-year break to concentrate on
the quality of the game.
The studio took the time to improve the gameplay mechanics and
create a more enticing storyline
that would make up for the many
faults players found with previous titles, particularly “Assassin’s
Creed: Unity,” which still dealt with
major graphic issues months after
release.
“Origins” will take place in
Ancient Egypt during the rule of
Cleopatra. The protagonist, Bayek,
is an assassin at a time when the
order was still asked its members
to sacrifice their ring finger to use
the hidden blade, the game’s most
popular weapon.
Unlike its previous installments,
this game will come with no flashy
additions, like the hook blade or a
gun. The other weapons that will be
available include bows, swords and
heavy weapons.
Furthermore, the developer
claims that the game will feature

a completely new combat system,
forcing players to make many tactical decisions before they even
attack their enemies. It will no
longer be possible to simply hit
the attack button and hope for the
best, and using the same strategy
will not always result in the foe’s
defeated.
Game Informer also pointed
out that players will be encouraged
to take on enemies one by one. If
they choose to avoid one battle,
they may have to face those same
enemies as reinforcements in the
subsequent battle.
The player will follow the protagonist as he journeys across Ancient Egypt to uncover a certain
mystery. In the process, he will
witness and help bring about theAssassin Brotherhood. Like in the
previous games, the title will also
feature a modern-day storyline.
“The New Colossus” is a sequel
to 2014’s “Wolfenstein: The New
Order.” “The New Colossus” directly follows the events of the first
game. Set in 1961, the game follows
protagonist William “B.J.” Blazkowicz as the resistance attempts to
start a second American Revolution against the Nazi Regime.
The game’s Electronic Entertainment Expo release trailer starts
by showing a scene of a young girl
on her way home with a large bag
of groceries. On her way, she comes
across a police officer trying to rescue a man who is stuck under a car.
She blows her whistle and after
about five seconds, an oversized
mechanical dog comes to the rescue, pushing the car off the man.
The dog later starts misbehaving
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“Middle-earth: Shadow of War” is one of the four video game releases this month.
and sets the car on fire, but the
girl scolds him and the dog begins
scowling.
The TV channel then switches,
first to a teenager scolding his
younger brother for not taking care
of his health, then to a show called
“German or Else!” Eventually the
trailer zooms out of the TV, showing a trail of bodies in what appears
to be an open bunker.
The trailer does a good job placing the player in the world that they
will have to live in over the course of
the game. The game will once again
allow players to kill technologically
advanced Nazis, this time in the
Nazi-controlled United States. In
the trailer, the Ku Klux Klan is seen
freely roaming the streets. Americans are living in a constant state
of fear.
“The New Colossus” will also
be released for Nintendo Switch in

2018, but the exact release date is
still unknown.
Though the game was already
released on PlayStation 4 and Xbox
One, “Destiny 2” will finally see its
PC release on Oct. 24.
While the gaming community does not anticipate any major announcements to take place
during PAX Australia, the organizers scheduled multiple interesting panels, tournaments and
performances.
The opening speech this year
will be delivered by Michael “Burnie” Burns, creator of “Red vs.
Blue” and Lazer Team.
The Omegathon, the convention’s most prominent tournament,
takes place over the course of three
days and features 20 competitors,
or Omeganauts. All events will be
streamed on Twitch.

Climate change, floods may lead to 6th mass extinction on Earth
BY SHARON LU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Of all the species to ever live on
planet Earth, more than 90 percent are estimated to be extinct by
biologists. Most of these species
perished over the past half-billion
years in one of five major mass extinctions. The Ordovician-Silurian
mass extinction was the third largest in Earth’s history. The Late Devonian mass extinction was when
three quarters of all species on
Earth died out. In the Permian-Triassic mass extinction, 96 percent of
species died out. The Triassic-Jurassic mass extinction was characterized by climate change. The Cretaceous-Paleogene mass extinction
was when dinosaurs were killed.
Now, the world is in the middle
of a sixth extinction. The greatest
tragedy of this extinction is that it is
distressingly of our own making. In
The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural
History, author Elizabeth Kolbert
reveals the planetary crisis through
emotionally heartbreaking current
events on endangered species and
their fate of extinction caused by
humanity’s ways.
Kolbert, a journalist who is curious about man’s relationship with
nature, read an article that suggested that Earth is moving toward
mass extinction.
To see indications of mass extinction, she travels the world. Her
journey uncovers endangered species, what the starting points for
mass extinction were and what preventive measures are installed to
overcome this issue.
Kolbert helps the reader understand how influential and destructive human beings are, and how
they are affecting every species on
the planet.
Kolbert emphasizes how irrelevant human history is in the
grand scheme of time when she
writes, “If all civilizations were to

end up together, then 100 million
years hence, everything we have
built would be compressed, in the
geological record, to a layer of sediment ‘not much thicker than a cigarette paper.’”
There is no denying that, as a
species alone, human beings are
affecting Earth’s environments, just
like comet strikes, the rapid rise in
oxygen levels or anything else that
changes the rules of life across the
board.
Kolbert also highlights the beliefs about extinction from wellknown naturalists. Kolbert learns
fundamental facts about extinctions on her travels.
During any extinction in natural
history, the number of species dying is unusually high when compared to the background extinction rate, which is the more natural
cause of these deaths.
A background extinction is a
natural process where the extinction of one species takes hundreds of years. Background extinction is derived from the theory of
evolution.
On the other hand, the losses
of a mass extinction are fast and
destructive. For example, the Cretaceous period, which happened
about 65 million years ago, is recognized as the period when the dinosaurs went extinct.
Scientists and biologists use
different ways to try and estimate
current rates of extinction and how
to classify them. From a biological

A lack of genetic diversity
is another issue that arises
from the extinction of
species.
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standpoint, any communities and
ecosystems that have more diversity at the species level will be more
resistant to rates of extinction.
The meaning of this is hard
to predict. There will be a lack of
foundation for food chains and
thousands of ecosystems will be
harmed and lost.
New species will flourish with
the loss of predators and the absence of competition.
For human beings and predators, this is incredibly dangerous
because apex predators, or animals
who have no natural predators in
their ecosystem, depend on complex, large networks of food webs
to survive.
A lack of genetic diversity is another issue that arises from the extinction of species.
The bottleneck effect, or when
a population declines in size due

to environmental effects, such as
floods, causes a lack of genetic diversity and huge losses in genetic
varition.
Kolbert’s publication does not
only deliver a sense of doom, but
also a good view on how climate
change affects species.
For example, the great auk — a
flightless bird — became extinct in
the mid-nineteenth century. Nine
species of the moa became extinct
1,000 years ago and the broadfaced potoroo — a marsupial —
both became extinct in 1875.
“Obviously for the animals that
have already gone extinct, it’s too
late. And it’s probably also too late
for the many, many species that are
now down to their last few hundred
individuals," Kolbert said in her
book.
Kolbert also said that there
might be a way to create change.

"But it’s probably not too late
for hundreds of thousands, maybe
millions of other species. I think
one of the most important things
people can do is become politically
engaged. I know this can sound like
an excuse, but these are huge problems that can’t be addressed on
a small scale," she wrote. "I think
getting involved with land preservation is also an extremely useful
thing to do. As the world changes,
species are on the move, and they
need somewhere to go. The more
land we essentially put aside for
them, the more is likely to survive."
Kolbert explained that not only
are humans contributing to species’ road to extinction, but they are
also contributing to the destruction
of habitats.
However, she thinks there is
hope to recover from the sixth extinction.
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Online friendships exhibit same qualities as face-to-face ones
BY ALI HUSSAIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

An August 2017 study conducted by the Pew Research Center revealed that close friendships
during high school boost adults’
mental health.
Several interesting studies regarding online friendships were
conducted in the past. A November
2012 study conducted by researchers at University of California, Los
Angeles, revealed that women use
friendships to regulate stress levels
and an August 2012 study conducted by Harvard University researchers revealed that good friendships
help people live longer.
However, the advent of the internet and the rise of social networking has created a new kind of
friendship: cyberspace friendship.
There are many concerns regarding
this new type of friendship, such as
safety, cyberbullying and harassment. Scientists at the University
of California, Irvine formulated a
research synthesis to put an end to
this debate.
In this most recent study, the
researchers pored over scientific
literature to determine the characteristics of a face-to-face friendship. They then cross-listed their
findings with literature describing
friendships across social media
platforms, like Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, blogs and even
multiplayer video games, due to
the social nature of gaming. The
research focused on adolescents
between the ages of 12 and 18. Research was gathered in interviews,
content analysis of messages and
posts on social media platforms.
The researchers found that there
were six characteristics that built a
friendship: self-disclosure, validation, companionship, instrumental support, conflict and conflict
reoslution. Self-disclosure enables

individuals to release pent-up feelings and elicit social support from
others, as well as promoting intimacy and validation is defined as
a public declaration of a friend’s
importance.
The study found that these
characteristics were observed in
friendships regardless of the mode
of communication. For each of
these characteristics, digital parallels were found, such as Facebook
posts on someone’s wall or yearbook messages.
The researchers note, however,
that just because there is no difference in the quality of friendships overall, it does not mean
that digital interactions have
the same effect on each of the
six individual characteristics of
friendship.
The study admits that companionship seems to be especially
facilitated because of the advent
of instant messaging and the fact
that anyone can be contacted at
any time. People can choose when
to respond to texts, whether it be
early in the morning or late at night.
Meanwhile, there is also a greater
chance of conflict arising because
rumors tend to spread like wildfire
online, and conflicts can escalate
beyond the realm of “normal” interactions and spread to the viral
section of the internet.
People are still cautious of the
internet and of cyberspace friendships. This cautiousness, when it
comes to the authenticity of such
friendships, is shared by students
at Baruch College.
Kunal Mansukhani, a sophomore and accounting major, remains wary of cyberspace friendships because, “You don’t know the
person. You can put one photo and
it can be someone else. There are
ways you can change the face and
when you don’t meet the person,
you don’t know who it is. And be-

‘Mantis Burn Racing’
now on Nintendo Switch
TECH NEWS

SHELLY HO

Indie developer VooFoo Studios has announced that its
award-nominated racing game
“Mantis Burn Racing” is coming
to the Nintendo Switch. “Mantis
Burn Racing” is a fast, bumper-tobumper race game with five types
of vehicles and four-player local
split-screen racing.
The game — which its developer touts as “a visually stunning,
action-packed top-down racing
game”— has been available on
the PlayStation 4, Xbox One and
Steam for over a year, but the decision to convert it to the Nintendo
Switch was announced on Sept.
20. VooFoo Studios released a
teaser trailer for the game, coinciding the announcement with the
opening of EGX 2017, a four-day
video game exhibition formerly
known as Eurogamer Expo.
The game's addictive pickup-and-play style gameplay has
already been very well-received
on PS4, Xbox One and Steam,”
said Mark Williams, the technology director at VooFoo Studios.
“The game’s appeal and addictive
couch multiplayer make it a great
fit for the Nintendo audience and
we can’t wait to give Switch players the chance to play the definitive version of the game at home,
or on the move.”

VooFoo Studios, which is based
in Birmingham, England, is not
a well-known developer. Its previous releases include the pool
simulation game “Hustle Kings”
and the backgammon simulation “Backgammon Blitz.” “Hustle
Kings” has a virtual pool hall. It
has received criticism for its single
player mode. “Backgammon Blitz”
is a two-player strategy game
equipped with in-game voice
chat. It has received criticism for
only offering three power-ups
per game.
“Mantis Burn Racing” is
VooFoo Studios’ first self-developed and self-published title, and
will be its first Nintendo Switch
release.
Once it is made available on
the Nintendo eShop, the game
will have to compete with other
racing games, such as Avalanche
Software’s “Cars 3: Driven to Win,”
Nintendo’s own “Mario Kart 8 Deluxe” and Shin’en Multimedia’s
“Fast RMX.” Though the Switch
possesses a relatively small library
of racing games, “Mario Kart 8 Deluxe” has sold over 3.54 million
copies to date, and is the second
bestselling Nintendo Switch game
overall, making it an intimidating
title to compete with on the market. “Mantis Burn Racing,” however, will likely retain its Steam and
PlayStation Store price of $14.99,
thus making it much cheaper than
“Mario Kart 8 Deluxe.”
While the game does not allow
for cross-play between the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One platforms,
it remains to be seen if the Switch
will follow suit. Another question
is whether the game will take advantage of the Switch’s motion
sensors, offering support for Nintendo’s Joy-Con Wheel, or if it will
opt for simpler joystick controls.
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While online friendships are newer, the six major qualities of online friendships mirror those found in face-to-face friendships.
cause of this, online friendships are
not as strong as face-to-face friendships.”
Meanwhile, Kyle Arnold, a
freshman whose intended major
is international business, believes
that, “Online friendships can be
just as credible as the friendship[s]
you make in person. New technologies allow people to communicate
in numerous ways, even if they are
nowhere near each other. However,
even with this technology, I do not
believe online friendship[s] are
stronger than face-to-face ones because there is a special connection
formed between people when they

talk in person that cannot be replicated through a computer.”
As Mansukhani and Arnold
note, there are unsolved issues with
online friendships.
The research synthesis does
not address these specific problems directly but it does bring up
future directions of study. Friendship types call for further analysis because a Facebook “friend”
can include roommates, former
romantic partners, best friends,
friends of friends and classmates.
Studies should also note the gender of the adolescent sending
the message and the gender of

the recipient.
There are also two prominent
challenges that need to be addressed.
Longitudinal studies, which are
helpful for discovering the effects
of technology use on friendship
quality and socio-emotional outcomes, are made effectively null
due to the speed at which social
media platforms evolve.
Different age groups also tend
to use different platforms; Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat
are more frequently used by 15to 17-year-olds than by 13- to
14-year-olds.
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Sports
Jets win OT thriller, Giants fall back
BY GEORGES HUBERT
STAFF WRITER
The New York Giants made their
way down to Florida to face the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers in rainy
weather. They lost 23-25 in what
was almost a mirror image of last
week’s loss to the Philadelphia
Eagles.
The entire team did not seem
to wake up and start playing until
midway through the second quarter. Somehow, the Giants managed
to come back and claim the lead.
However, a few defensive errors allowed the Bucs to get into field goal
territory and kick a field goal that
was reminiscent of their loss against
the Eagles.
The team has had a problem
starting games strong, and following its fourth loss in a row, the team
must fix this problem as soon as
possible.
The team suffered a few injuries,
as Odell Beckham Jr. was in and out
of the game with a sore ankle and

a finger injury. Starting defensive
tackle Damon “Snacks” Harrison
went down with an apparent knee
injury, but later returned to the
game. Running back Paul Perkins
suffered a rib injury and left the
game, which opened up room for
rookie Wayne Gallman to display
his talent.
Gallman ran as effectively as he
possibly could behind the struggling Giants O-line, and was able
to score a touchdown. This was another tough loss in a string of tough
losses for Big Blue, and with the
win-starved Los Angeles Chargers
on their way to New York, the Giants have to get their act together.
The New York Jets won a tight
game against the Jacksonville Jaguars 23-20. The Jets started slowly,
allowing the Jags to score first, but
immediately answered back with
a touchdown of their own. The two
teams went tit-for-tat throughout
the game before the Jets kicked the
winning field goal in overtime.
This game could prove to have

been a breakout performance for
running back Bilal Powell, as he
displayed starting running backcaliber talent after being used as a
pass-catching option for most of his
career. Powell has a habit of having
one great performance every year
and disappearing for the rest of the
season, so this “breakout” should
be taken with a grain of salt.
This showdown between the
Jets and Jags was all about defense
as the Jets showed off their rookie
pieces. Rookie safety Jamal Adams
has shown himself to be the true
leader of the Jets' defense through
four games, and has displayed his
potential to be a great defender for
years to come.
Neither of these teams had any
real playoff hopes entering the season. However, they both have 2-2
records, and have shown they can
truly compete against talent in the
league this season.
The Jets take on the struggling
Cleveland Browns and rookie QB
DeShone Kizer in Week 5.
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Judge's strong finish
leads Yanks to playoffs
This season, Judge proved he could be the next Yankee great.
BY JOSEPH NIEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The month of September was a
month of records for rookie sensation Aaron Judge. Judge made
history last Monday as he set the
single season record for most
home runs by a rookie.
Judge broke Mark McGwire’s
record of 49 home runs with a
seventh-inning shot to right field,
his second home run of the game
and his 50th of the season. Then,
after he was walked on Thursday,
Judge became the third player,
aged 25 or younger, to have at
least 125 runs and 125 walks in
a season, joining Babe Ruth and
Ted Williams.
Finally, Judge hit his 33rd
home run at home, breaking a
New York Yankees record for most
home runs played at home. The
previous record holder was Ruth,
who hit 32 home runs at the Polo
Grounds in 1921. Needless to say,
it has been quite the season for
Judge.
It was just this spring that he
was competing with Aaron Hicks
to be the starting right fielder for
the Yankees. Many fans doubted
he would ever be a star after he
struggled last September, hitting
just .179 and striking out 42 times
in 84 at-bats.
Judge put those fears to rest
by hitting .329 with 30 home runs
and 66 RBIs before the All-Star
break. He then impressed the
nation with a dominating performance that earned him the title of
champion in the Home Run Derby, which included hitting four
home runs over 500 feet.
Coming out of the All-Star
break, however, it seemed like
the league had figured out how to
pitch to him. In 55 games after the
break, Judge hit .185 with just 11
home runs.
During this time, he struck out
in 36 consecutive games, which

set the record for most consecutive games with a strikeout. With
Judge struggling, the Yankees
were unable to cut into the Boston
Red Sox division lead, trailing by
three games with just 17 left.
That's when the MVP caliber
Judge made his return. During the
next 16 games, Judge batted .385
with 11 home runs and 24 RBIs in
52 at-bats. The Yankees went 12-4
with Judge in the lineup and this
performance gave the Yankees a
shot at winning the division.
The team turned a five-game
deficit with seven games left
into a two-game deficit with two
games left. The Yankees ended up
falling just short, as the Red Sox
would end up clinching the division in game 161.
The case can be made that the
Yankees did not fight for the division until the final week without
Judge. This was expected to be a
rebuilding year for the Yankees
after they traded some of their
veterans last season.
However, Judge had other
plans, hitting .284 with 52 home
runs, 114 RBIs, 128 runs and 127
walks. In games that Judge hit a
home run, the Yankees went 3114. In the games that he was held
without a home run, the team was
just 60-57.
The postseason is back in
the Bronx and the Yankees owe
it all to a guy who barely made
the team.
Judge provided a huge spark in
the team's victory over the Minnesota Twins. Judge's fourth inning shot to left field gave the Yankees a considerable lead over the
Twins. Judge was the first Yankee
rookie to hit a homer in the postseason since Hideki Matsui did so
nearly 14 years ago, and only the
third Yankee to ever hit a home
run in his playoff debut. Judge
provides the Yankees with hope
against a very difficult opponent,
the Cleveland Indians.
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Tottenham jumps to 2-0, Manchester,
Chelsea continue to dominate league
The second week of Champions League play was filled with excitement, as teams start to seal positions.
BY DANIEL MOROTE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
With the UEFA Champions
League underway, Week 2 action
brought fans amazing goals, comebacks and the chance to see some
clubs prove their dominance.
The Tottenham Hotspur F.C.
has continued its winning record
in Week 2 by winning 3-0 away
from home against APOEL FC,
which has struggled to obtain its
first three points. Harry Kane has
proved to be a strong force on the
field by scoring a perfect hat trick,
one goal with his left foot, the other
with his right foot and a header for
the last goal. Kane is currently the
top goal scorer for the 2017-2018
Champions League.
Real Madrid C.F. has shined
again in its match against Borussia Dortmund in Germany. The
team has kept calm and collected
through Dortmund’s loyal fans,
scoring three goals, one by Gareth
Bale and two by Cristiano Ronaldo.
Dortmund fought back but was
only able to score one goal, which
was shot in by Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang.
This match was also important

because it was Ronaldo’s 150th European game.
Paris Saint-Germain F.C. has
claimed its dominance in the
Champions League once again after beating FC Bayern Munich 3-0
at home in Paris.
The German giants fell against a
new Paris Saint-Germain, and are
now considering a new strategy to
lead the team to more silverware.
Bayern Munich’s manager Carlo
Ancelotti has been sacked after
the result of the match because of
the fact that even though Bayern
has a talented team, the team has
not been getting the results that it
should be getting.
The team has also seen this and
went against Ancelotti. Bayern
is still looking for a manager, but
Willy Sagnol will be serving as the
interim.
Manchester United F.C. continues to celebrate as it seals its second win in the Champions League
against PFC CSKA Moscow in Russia. United was able to score four
goals, two from Romelu Lukaku, a
penalty from Anthony Martial and
a goal from Henrikh Mkhitaryan.
CSKA responded with a lastminute goal from Konstantin

Kuchayev. United has been stellar
in the first two weeks of this Champions League, following a couple of
years when the team was not able
to qualify for it at all.
Atlético Madrid was disappointed after a 2-1 loss against Chelsea
F.C. in Spain. Atléticos' Antoine
Griezmann scored a penalty in
the 40th minute of the match, but
Chelsea quickly responded with a
goal from its Álvaro Morata in the
60th minute and a late goal from
substitute Michy Batshuayi in the
93rd minute.
Chelsea secured its first-place
position in the group, while Atlético
surprisingly had trouble finding its
first three points. The team looks to
rebound in the later stages of the
tournament.
Other teams that grabbed three
points on the second match day
were FC Barcelona, Besiktas J.K.
Football Team, Celtic F.C., Juventus
F.C., Manchester City F.C., S.S.C.
Napoli, A.S. Roma and Sevilla FC.
The Champions League will
continue on Oct. 17 with big matches, such as Real Madrid vs. Tottenham, Manchester City vs. Napoli,
Liverpool vs. Maribor, RB Leipzig
vs. Porto, and Chelsea vs. Roma.
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NCAA fans call for Pitino's firing in wake of FBI investigation
BY EVAN LEWIS
STAFF WRITER
The FBI's probe into fraud in
college basketball is only just beginning, but has already managed to force out one of the
most well-known coaches in
the sport.
Rick Pitino, head coach at University of Louisville, was effectively
fired from the program on Sept. 27,
along with the Athletic Director
Tom Jurich. As more and more continues to come out of this investigation, the NCAA is starting to look
less like The Hoosiers and more like
The Big Short with a basketball.
This is not a good look for the
organization. Soon enough, fans
will think even the most principled
head coaches look shady. Longtenured athletic directors will get
accused in the media of being unscrupulous.
Every recruitment will be overly
scrutinized, in an attempt to bring
down yet another top program.
This is a shame for college basketball as a whole because not
every successful head coach is
corrupted and unethical. Pitino,
however, is and has been for a
long time.
Pitino’s first college coaching
job was for the University of Hawaii
back in 1974, where he eventually
became the interim head coach.
It only took three years into his
first college job for the NCAA to
place sanctions on the program for
committing a whopping 64 infractions, eight in which Pitino himself
was implicated.
Among other things, he was accused of giving his players used
cars in exchange for season tickets
and lying to both the NCAA and the
University of Hawaii officials about
his misconduct. The organization
suggested to the school that Pitino
be immediately dismissed, but the
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Pitino has left a negative mark on college basketball, causing fans and sport pundits to call for his removal as coach.
coach quickly left the program before he could be terminated.
Even at 24 years old, Pitino was
already breaking the rules seemingly without remorse or consequence. Fifteen years later, he
still maintained the assertion that
he was innocent. “I did nothing
wrong,” he told reporters, “I don’t
care what anyone says.”
Pitino escaped the controversy
in Hawaii with his reputation still
intact. Over the next few decades,
he consistently won in several different venues. Aside from a few brief
losses in the NBA, Pitino seemed to
win everywhere he went. He soon
gained national recognition as one
of the premier coaches in the sport,
wowing fans with a fast-paced style
of offense and signature full-court
press defense.

Yet, coinciding with his rise on
the court was his personal turmoil
off of it.In 2009, Pitino announced
that he was the target of an extortion attempt.
As details of the story broke,
the star-studded head coach was
forced to admit that he had cheated
on his then-wife with the team’s
strength trainer’s wife inside of a
local restaurant and then paid her
upward of $3,000 to get an abortion. The public legal battle was as
messy as it was embarrassing for
Pitino, his family and the university
in which he worked.
Despite the clause in his contract that allowed for Pitino to be
fired for “acts of moral depravity
and misconduct that damages the
university’s reputation,” the embattled coach was kept on. He was

still winning games for the program, after all, and that seemed to
be the only thing that mattered to
students and fans alike.
The troubling scandal had effectively been forgotten by the time
the beloved head coach had won
his second NCAA championship in
2013, this time in Louisville.
Pitino had now become the first
and only coach in NCAA Division I
history to win a championship with
two different schools. Life was good
for Pitino and the Louisville Cardinals, but even more trouble was
brewing on the horizon.
In 2015, the news broke that the
Louisville basketball program was
running an escort sex service on
campus for the past five years to
try to convince recruits to attend
its school. The public university,

which is located right in the heart of
ultra-conservative Kentucky, was
shocked and immediately placed
a self-imposed postseason ban on
the program, as the NCAA investigated how this could possibly have
happened under Pitino’s watchful eye. Pitino insisted that he had
nothing to do with it and was just
as baffled as everyone else, but by
then the United States was growing
wary of his immorality.
It all finally came to a head
when the FBI concluded that Pitino
was responsible for illegally paying
recruits to come play for his school.
In retrospect, this seems obvious.
For years, his program lured toptier talent away from bigger name
schools, including five-star recruit
Brian Bowen, seemingly without
even trying.
In fact, the Cardinals were not
actively trying to recruit Bowen at
the time. It seemed like one of the
nation’s best young players just
randomly decided to go to Louisville. Pitino had said at the time,
“Well, we got lucky on this one …
in my forty years of coaching, this is
the luckiest I’ve been.” He had actually paid Bowen $100,000 to come
play for the Cardinals.
True basketball fans who long
for integrity and professionalism
can only hope that this is the last
they hear of Pitino. This man may
know a lot about basketball, but
still has ways to go when it comes
to understanding basic ethics.
Many people even feel that he
should be banned from college
basketball altogether, arguing that
coaches are supposed to be mentors and that Pitino, with his long
record of violations and immoral
behavior, has no place being in
charge of young, impressionable
athletes. Cleaning up the NCAA’s
reputation is going to be difficult,
but firing Pitino is a great first step
in doing so.

Edelman leaves dream field to pursue
career in academia at Baruch College

Bell, Watson top fantasy
football performances

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Bell's 30-plus point outing renewed fantasy players' faith in him.

While he had worked in a field
where many people can only
dream of working, Edelman only
practiced in a “big law” setting
for five years, opting to leave his
dream field for academia instead.
“I love teaching and I love writing and couldn’t be happier with
how the cards played out,” said
Edelman, who has published over
30 law review articles, and is currently working as a professor at
Baruch College.
From the time he was a child,
Edelman knew he wanted to work
in sports. He also knew, however, that he would only be able
to achieve that goal by entering
the industry as a non-athlete. “To
be frank, when I was young, I was
a pretty poor athlete,” confessed
Edelman, who pitched in baseball
and who was “good enough just to
play” tennis.
He never considered himself
one of the best players on the baseball team, as his fastball topped out
at around 60 miles per hour, slightly below the high school average
of 65. Even though he was never a
star athlete, Edelman loved sports,
as they were the only activities at
which he “had to work very hard
at just to be decent,” and the only
activities that did not crush him
with heavy expectations of success. Edelman knew he would have
to take a non-athletic approach to
entering the sports world, and he
did just that.
Edelman graduated from the
Wharton School of the University
of Pennsylvania in 1999, with a
Bachelor of Science in Economics.
The academically minded Edelman decided to take the legal route
to break into the sports world, attending the University of Michigan

Law School and School of Kinesiology, from which, graduated
in 2003 with degrees in law and
sports management.
From the summer of 2002 until
2006, Edelman worked at Skadden,
Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP
and Affiliates, a prominent New
York law firm known for representing multiple sports leagues. In the
summer before his graduation, he
worked almost exclusively with the
NHL, going as far as helping them
plan strategically for the 2004 NHL
lockout. Later, he would secure a
job at Dewey Ballantine LLP, who,
unlike Skadden, represented the
players’ unions, instead of the
leagues themselves.
Edelman, who always identified with the “little guy,” saw this
as a great opportunity and began
to work with Jeffrey Kessler, one of
the most well-known sports lawyers in the world. Together, they
handled disputes between the
players’ unions and the NFL itself,
such as the notable labor dispute
between the Miami Dolphins and
former quarterback Daunte Culpepper, which they went on to win.
However, after realizing how the
NFL Players Association treated
retired players, Edelman realized
there is really no such thing as the
“little guy” in the industries themselves. He therefore decided to go
the academic route, leaving the
firm in 2008.
While he was working at Dewey Ballantine, Edelman taught a
sports law class at Seton Hall University School of Law every Tuesday night, which he considered the
highlight of every week. It was at
this time that he realized he loved
working with students. Coupled
with his love for writing law review
articles and taking his own views,
this newfound love led him to aca-

demia. His students respect his approach to class and some consider
it the best part of their day. Student
Joseph Nieves said, “He is one of
the best professors I have ever had.
His expertise in his field and his
desire to help us learn in a real element, rather than a talk-show element has drawn me closer to the
field.” Edelman sometimes wishes
he started teaching and writing
earlier, but in hindsight, is glad he
did not.
“I believe my level of credibility in the classroom, as well as my
level of credibility consulting is
substantially higher because I’ve
had several years of big law practice, both on the league side and
player side,” said Edelman, who
would not change a thing about his
career choices.
Edelman believed that working in academia would be allencompassing, but CUNY allows
him time to continue his practice
in which he consults an MLB team,
among others, as well as writes law
review articles and a regular column for the Forbes' money section.
Edelman’s small office on the
9th floor of the Newman Vertical
Campus pays homage to his career achievements. His walls are
adorned with plaques commending his illustrious career, pictures
of the blue- and yellow-clad Michigan Wolverines lined up for the
next snap in football and a “Noah
Syndergaarden Gnome” bobblehead on a seemingly endless bookshelf.
Every Monday and Wednesday,
he walks up to his bright, semicircular, multi-tiered room on the
13th floor. The punctual Edelman
closes the door to latecomers at
12:50 p.m. sharp, sets up his desk
with papers, looks up and says,
“Hello class.”

BY RAY MAURER
STAFF WRITER
Deshaun Watson and Cam
Newton led the way for quarterbacks in Week 4, both scoring
33 points in NFL.com standard
leagues. Watson had a total of five
touchdowns, four passing, which
added to the Houston Texans’
score of 57 points against the Tennessee Titans.
Newton accounted for four
Carolina Panthers touchdowns,
three passing, and rushed for
44 yards en route to a win in
Foxborough.
Aaron Rodgers also put on an
impressive display at QB. While
he only finished with 179 passing
yards, the Green Bay Packers' QB
finished with four passing touchdowns in the team's 35-14 victory
over the Chicago Bears.
Derek Carr had another disappointing performance, throwing
for a measly 143 yards after an awful Sunday night performance in
Week 3. For Carr’s owners, it may
be worth looking elsewhere for
Week 5, especially since Carr left
the game with an injury.
Le’Veon Bell completely dominated in Baltimore. He had 186
total yards and two touchdowns
for more than 30 points in most
formats. With Matt Forte out, Bilal
Powell took over the New York Jets
backfield with 163 yards rushing,
plus a touchdown. It remains to be
seen if Powell can be a consistent
RB2 for fantasy owners, but for
now, he is a must start.
Early round fantasy picks DeMarco Murray and Melvin Gordon
were absolutely shut down again
this week. Murray was held to single digit points for the third time

this season.
It is too soon to jump off the
ship for Murray, but owners may
want to search the waivers for Alvin Kamara. Gordon was a nonfactor, being held to 22 yards,
while the Los Angeles Chargers
moved to 0-4.
Keenan Allen had his first big
game in a few years with 138 yards
receiving on Sunday. He did not
reach the end zone, but Allen and
Philip Rivers are picking up where
they left off.
DeAndre Hopkins is a clear
favorite target of Watson. Leading the league in targets usually comes with positive results.
Hopkins racked up another 100
plus yard performance with a
touchdown.
Week 4 was a slow week for
tight ends. Charles Clay led the
pack with 112 yards. With Sammy
Watkins gone, Clay is easily Tyrod
Taylor’s favorite downfield target.
Tyler Kroft showed up for the
Cincinnati Bengals in the absence
of Tyler Eifert by gaining 68 yards
and two touchdowns.
Jason Witten contributed just
nine yards in a Dallas Cowboys’
loss, as he continues to be a hit or
miss fantasy player.
Antonio Gates also was a nonfactor, as the Chargers' receivers
got all the love this week. Gates finished with 18 yards on the game.
Greg Zuerlein of the Los Angeles Rams made seven field goals
in the Rams’ win in Dallas. Zuerlein was a monster fantasy player
this week, contributing 23 points
from the kicker slot. The nearly
automatic Zuerlein has impressed
owners by scoring a bevy of points
as a kicker, proving that kickers
can be fantasy difference makers.
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NFL Weeks 3, 4 filled with shocking upsets, thrillers, surprises
While the Chiefs continue to impress as the league's only undefeated team, the Chargers, Colts, Giants, and Patriots continue to disappoint after four weeks of NFL action.
BY RAY MAURER
STAFF WRITER

Week 3 of NFL action started
out with a shootout in San Francisco on Thursday. The Los Angeles
Rams dominated but a late push,
including a successful onside kick,
by the San Francisco 49ers made
this a tight one. The comeback fell
short, but the week was off to a raging start. The Rams, led by Todd
Gurley’s 113 yards and two touchdowns won 41-39.
The Jacksonville Jaguars embarrassed the Baltimore Ravens in
London 44-7 during a game where
Joe Flacco played poorly enough
to get benched. The Indianapolis Colts edged out the Cleveland
Browns 31-28. The New York Jets
dominated the Miami Dolphins,
to the surprise of many, and got
their first win of the season 20-6.
A 61-yard field goal was kicked
as time expired by Philadelphia
Eagles rookie kicker Jake Elliott,
which moved the New York Giants
to 0-3. The Buffalo Bills shocked the
Denver Broncos in Orchard Park,
winning 26-16. The New Orleans
Saints got their first win defeating
the Carolina Panthers 34-13. The
Chicago Bears upset the Pittsburgh
Steelers 23-17. A controversial call
at the end of the Atlanta Falcons
game gave them a 30-26 win over
the Detroit Lions.
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
looked awful in Minnesota, as Case
Keenum led the Minnesota Vikings
to a 34-17 win. Tom Brady led a
game-winning drive at the end of
the fourth quarter to complete a 3633 comeback win over the Houston
Texans. A surprisingly good game
in Tennessee resulted in the Tennessee Titans' 33-27 win over the
Seattle Seahawks. The Cincinnati
Bengals jumped on the Green Bay

Packers early, but Aaron Rodgers’
team came back to win the game
in overtime 27-24. The Kansas City
Chiefs remained unbeaten with
a win over the Los Angeles Chargers 24-10. The week ended with a
convincing win for the Washington
Redskins over the Oakland Raiders 27-10. The last game of Week 3
featured the Dallas Cowboys in Arizona. The Arizona Cardinals kept it
close through three quarters, but
the Cowboys were too much to
handle in the fourth and they went
on to win 28-17.
Three weeks are in the books
and there have been a lot of surprises. The New York Jets winning a
game already could be the biggest
one. But there is not a dominant
Super Bowl front-runner, as every
team looks beatable. There has
not been a lot of offense thus far,
but Week 4 is when the teams start
to mesh.
The Packers hosted the Bears for
a prime-time matchup Thursday
night. Rodgers and the Packers’ offense got off to a hot start, going up
14-0 almost immediately. The team
never looked back, winning 35-10.
Rodgers threw for four TDs, but it
was a costly victory for Green Bay.
Ty Montgomery left the game early
with broken ribs, and a cheap shot
to the head by Bears’ linebacker
Danny Trevathan sent Davante
Adams off on a stretcher to the hospital. Trevathan was suspended by
the NFL for two games for the hit
and Adams was lucky to be diagnosed with only a concussion.
Saints’ rookie running back Alvin Kamara made himself known
internationally on Sunday. Kamara
had 10 receptions for 71 yards and
a TD in London against the Dolphins. The Dolphins, coming off a
loss to the Jets, looked even worse
across the pond. The Saints shut

Beckham's antics hurt
Giants on and off field
The Giants have to decide whether Beckham is worth the strife.
BY EVAN LEWIS
STAFF WRITER
On a day when players across
the NFL made bold political statements in direct defiance to President Donald Trump’s tweets, the
biggest star in the United States'
biggest city made a statement of
his own, though it was less political and more animalistic.
After New York Giants wide receiver Odell Beckham, Jr., one of
the NFL’s most recognizable stars,
scored his first touchdown of the
season last Sunday, he proceeded
to drop down onto all fours like a
dog and pretend to urinate on the
field. These antics ended up costing his team 15 yards and personally costing him upward of $12,000
due to fines from the league office.
In a game where the Giants
were losing by two touchdowns
to their division rival, Beckham’s
penalty was not only unnecessary, but showed a complete lack
of self-awareness that fans have
now come to expect from the diva
wide receiver. Fans remember
when Beckham had a fight on the
sidelines with a kicking net, only to
propose to it, ring and all, the very
next week. Others will remember
the first two weeks of last season,
when Beckham was penalized and
fined $12,000 by the league for a
celebration and then fined an additional $36,000 for yet another
dirty hit on a defensive player.
Beckham is no different from
many of the other talented yet
high-maintenance wide receivers
that came before him. Chad Johnson, Randy Moss and Terrell Owens were extremely gifted athletes
who also came with a lot of baggage. The common theme among

them is the men's need to elevate
themselves above anything else.
They each spent much of their
time engaging in petty public arguments, penalizing their own
team and promoting themselves
at the expense of their teammates.
While these four receivers all have
spectacular statistics that will most
likely catapult them to the Hall of
Fame, they also have zero Super
Bowl rings among them. Beckham
might be destined to meet a similar fate if he does not tone down
his raucous behavior.
No one can deny that Beckham is a distraction. Another thing
that is impossible to deny, however, is his talent. He has been a
Pro Bowler in every season of his
career thus far and consistently
makes highlight reel catches on a
weekly basis. Inarguably one of the
best and most dynamic players in
the league, the Giants have felt for
years that they have no choice but
to tolerate Beckham’s shenanigans
as long as he keeps producing at
record-breaking rates. Yet as the
Giants continue to lose, people
within the organization are going
to start wondering if the young
player’s contributions outweigh
his immaturity.
With Beckham’s contract expiring sooner rather than later,
Giants’ President John Mara and
General Manager Jerry Reese are
going to have to make the expensive decision of whether to break
the bank for their star player. They
will be faced with the difficult decision of deciding whether Beckham’s talent is enough to justify
his antics on and off the field, and
fulfill his expensive wish. That answer remains to be seen thus far
this season.

out Miami en route to a 20-0 win.
A big AFC South divisional
matchup featured the Titans and
the Texans. Although advertised as
a great game, it ended up being a
beatdown, with the Texans mashing the Titans 57-14. Marcus Mariota rushed for two TDs but would
leave the game early with a hamstring injury, allowing rookie quarterback Deshaun Watson to start
and emerge as star of the game.
After almost upsetting the Patriots
in Week 3, Watson accounted for
five total TDs, totally dominating
the Titans’ defense. DeAndre Hopkins was a beneficiary of Watson’s
elite performance by hauling in 10
passes for 107 yards and a TD.
The Jets have shocked football
fans across the country, as they
have fought to a 2-2 record. Led by
two huge TD runs by Bilal Powell
and Elijah McGuire, the Jets' offense was dominant on the ground.
This was not an easy victory though,
as the Jaguars kept up their pace
and forced the game into overtime.
After a period full of punts, the Jets
avoided a tie with a field goal late in
overtime, sealing a 23-20 victory.
The biggest upset of the week
might have taken place in Foxborough. The Panthers came into
New England as huge underdogs,
but as the game progressed, fans
saw glimpses of 2015 MVP Cam
Newton. Newton threw for 316
yards and three TDs, while adding
another 44 yards and a TD on the
ground. Newton and the Panthers
led a game-winning drive ending
in a field goal to give them a 33-30
victory. The Patriots definitely had
some defensive flaws exposed this
season, as they fall to 2-2.
The Lions and Vikings met for
the first time this season. Both
teams are trying to keep pace with
the 3-1 Packers.

Sam Bradford remained inactive for the Vikings, but they did not
have the same success with Case
Keenum as they did in Week 3. A
low-scoring affair ended in a 14-7
Detroit win. The big story after the
game was the loss of Vikings rookie
running back Dalvin Cook. Cook
suffered a non-contact, seasonending ACL tear.
The Falcons have looked shaky
this season. They won a controversial game against the Lions in Week
3 and barely edged out the Bears in
Week 1. Their luck ran out Week 4.
Julio Jones and Mohamed Sanu left
early with injuries, with Tyrod Taylor leading the Bills to a 23-17 win.
Le’Veon Bell is officially back.
After a very slow start, the league’s
top running back had a huge day
against the Steelers’ biggest rival, the Ravens. Bell totaled 144
yards and two TDs on the ground.
The Ravens could not muster up
any offense and the Steelers won
big, 26-9.
In the other AFC North matchup, the Bengals dismantled the
Browns 31-7. Andy Dalton silenced
his early season critics by throwing for 286 yards and four TDs. As
for the Browns, they move to 0-4 in
the year.
The Rams and Cowboys clashed
in Dallas this Sunday. Los Angeles would go down early, but kept
clawing themselves back in the
game. Ezekiel Elliott had two TDs,
but Todd Gurley tallied 121 yards
to keep Los Angeles going. A failed
fourth down attempt by Dallas on
the final drive capped off a 35-30
Rams upset, moving them to 3-1
this season.
Philip Rivers and the Chargers
attempted to get in the win column
for the first time this season against
the depleted Eagles’ defense. Rivers
did all he could, throwing for 347

yards and two TDs, but the Eagles
proved to be too tough. LeGarrette
Blount rushed for 136 yards while
Melvin Gordon was shut down and
the Eagles went on to win 26-24.
The Giants are officially a mess.
A questionable call to pass up on a
field goal early wound up costing
them a win against the Buccaneers.
Eli Manning and Odell Beckham
Jr. both played well, but the Buccaneers kicked a game winner as time
expired to break New York’s heart
for the second week in a row, 25-23.
The Giants move to 0-4 for the first
time in decades.
The 49ers and Cardinals played
a game that featured nine field
goals and only one TD, scored
by Larry Fitzgerald in overtime,
as the Cardinals squeezed by the
Niners 18-15.
The Raiders and Broncos faced
off in a fantastic matchup in Denver. These divisional foes battled
it out in a hard-hitting defensive
game. Derek Carr was banged up
and removed from the game in the
second half. Marshawn Lynch was
held to 12 yards and the Broncos
went on to win 16-10.
Sunday Night Football featured
the Colts and Seahawks. The Colts
are still playing without their starting quarterback Andrew Luck. The
Seahawks outscored the Colts 36-3
in the second half for a 46-18 primetime victory.
The final game of the week was
a tight one in Kansas City, as the
Chiefs hosted the Redskins. Alex
Smith brought the Chiefs back from
an early 10-0 deficit, to tie the score
at 17 going into the fourth. After a
dropped TD by Redskins’ receiver
Josh Doctson, the Chiefs drove
down the field and kicked a gamewinning field goal winning 19-10.
If Week 5 is even half as good as
Week 4, it will be as exciting as ever.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: FAMOUS POETS

OCTOBER 2017

ACROSS
1. SKILLED PRACTICE
6. SUITABLE
9. GOLF HAZARD
13. SAINT ____ OF THE
CARIBBEAN
14. PLACEHOLDER
SURNAME
15. STRAPPING
16. WHATSOEVER
17. EVER, TO A POET
18. TREE COMMON TO
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
19. *”O CAPTAIN! MY
CAPTAIN! OUR FEARFUL
TRIP IS DONE...”
21. *”COME LIVE WITH ME
AND BE MY LOVE...”
23. CENTER OF ACTIVITY
24. ROMANOV RULER
25. IT’S WHEELS GO ROUND
AND ROUND
28. PLACE FOR A HERO
30. BETWEEN HEXAD AND
OCTAD
35. LIKE A HANDMEDOWN
37. BE INCLINED
39. MURALIST RIVERA
40. HOLD SWAY
41. STRONGBOXES
43. F.B.I. OPERATIVE
44. ONE WHO NAMES
46. JUSTICE’S GARB
47. “WHEEL OF FORTUNE”
CHOICE
48. SWELL OR VERY GOOD
50. ANTONYM OF “IS”
52. NEXT TO NOTHING
53. METAL LEAF
55. SHIP PRONOUN

MON

9 COLLEGE IS CLOSED

TUES

10
WED

11
THURS

12
FRI

13
SAT

14
SUN

15

BLOOMBERG I
12:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m. | Subotnick Center | Free
OMEGA SEMINAR
12:15 p.m. - 2 p.m. | NVC 9-150 | Free
CIRCULAR ECONOMY PANEL DISCUSSION
6 p.m. - 9 p.m. | Library Building Room 750 | Free
BEGINNER RACQUETBALL
7 p.m. - 8 p.m. | B3-Racquetball Court | $169 tuition per 12 sessions
IMMIGRATION 101 WORKSHOPS FALL 2017
12:30 p.m. - 2:15 p.m. | NVC 8-155 | Free

MEN’S SOCCER: BARUCH VS. ST. JOSEPH’S COLLEGE - BROOKLYN*
6 p.m. | Randall’s Island Field #75 | Free

ANNA YANG | THE TICKER

57. *”’TWAS BRILLIG, AND
THE SLITHY TOVES...”
61. STUDY OF ROCKS
65. BYE, TO FRANÁOIS
HOLLANDE
66. ELECTRIC SWIMMER
68. ____GOLDWYN
MAYER
69. *PABLO NERUDA HAD
TWO: A PEN AND A GIVEN
70. TINY GUITAR
71. SAG MEMBER
72. “STAR ____”
73. OBSERVE
74. FEED THE FIRE
DOWN
1. EAGLE’S TALONS
2. ____ BADER GINSBURG
3. BERRY HIGH IN
ANTIOXIDANTS
4. FOUL MATTER
5. ANCIENT RABBINIC
WRITINGS
6. PORT IN YEMEN
7. *”ONCE UPON A
MIDNIGHT DREARY, WHILE
I PONDERED, WEAK AND
WEARY...”
8. 4 IN A SCHOOL YEAR
9. *DICKINSON: “TELL ALL
THE TRUTH BUT ____ IT
SLANT”
10. MAKE OVER
11. NOT MANY
12. CREMATION PILE
15. LIKE PRISON CELL
WINDOWS
20. AIDS AND ____
22. EXPRESSION OF
PLEASURE
24. KITCHEN COVER

ARDEN/EVERYWHERE: THE AS YOU LIKE IT PROJECT
8 p.m. | BPAC | $16

25. *”O MY LUVE IS LIKE A
RED, RED ROSE...”
26. NOTHING OUT OF THE
ORDINARY
27. ALABAMA CIVIL RIGHTS
SITE
29. *”THE OWL AND THE
PUSSYCAT WENT TO SEA IN
A BEAUTIFUL PEAGREEN
BOAT...”
31. NEVER, OR WHEN
THESE FLY
32. DANCER’S BEAT
33. “ENCORE!”
34. *”DEATH, BE NOT
PROUD, THOUGH SOME
HAVE CALLED THEE MIGHTY
AND DREADFUL...”
36. ADELE’S “ROLLING IN
THE ____”
38. YOUNG SOCIALITES, FOR
SHORT
42. COMMON THING
45. BROWNISH RED
49. CAMPAIGN PRO
51. *”DO NOT GO GENTLE
INTO THAT GOOD NIGHT...”
54. INTESTINAL
OBSTRUCTION
56. CHOOSE A PRESIDENT
57. NOT IN OPTIMIST’S
VOCABULARY?
58. MONTH OF PURIM
59. ICE ON A WINDOW
60. SMELL BADLY
61. HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL
CLUB
62. “THE SIMPSONS”
PALINDROME
63. GET THE PICTURE
64. OF LONG AGO
67. ____ OUT A LIVING

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

ISSUE 4

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL: BARUCH VS. MARITIME COLLEGE
11 a.m. | NVC B2 Level - Main Gym | Free
WOMEN’S TENNIS: BARUCH VS. WILLIAM PATERSON UNIVERSITY
12 p.m. | NVC B2 Level - Main Gym | Free
BEGINNER RACQUETBALL
7 p.m. - 8 p.m. | B3-Racquetball Court | $169 tuition per 12 sessions
ARDEN/EVERYWHERE: THE AS YOU LIKE IT PROJECT
7 p.m. | BPAC | $16
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
SAVE THE DATE
Building Your Brand: The Personal Pitch
Tuesday, Oct. 10, 12:30 p.m. – 2 p.m., NVC 2-190
Learn how to efficiently develop your LinkedIn profile
and network with professionals at this workshop.
Spotlight Series: Careers in Risk Management
Tuesday, Oct. 10, 5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
Come and find out more information about risk
management from real professionals in the industry!
Mastering the Job Interview: Basic
Wednesday, Oct. 11, 12:30 p.m. - 2 p.m., NVC
2-190
Learn the way to interview to increase your chances
at landing the job you want!
On-Campus Recruiting Workshop
Thursday, Oct. 12, 12:30 p.m. - 2 p.m., Room TBD
Get a jumpstart on your career by learning about the
on-campus recruiting program!

INTERNSHIP UPDATE
SAAVN
Data Analyst Intern
Saavn is the world’s largest South Asian-focused music
streaming service with millions
of monthly active users. They
are a group of 150 international
entrepreneurs who help music
lovers access, discover and listen to their favorite music in all
languages and genres. Through
partnerships with Apple, Google,
Facebook, Twitter and Shazam,
Saavn reaches more music fans
than any other South Asian service. Their value-based, peoplefirst work culture empowers every individual on their team to

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

BRIDECLICK

CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS
FOR CAREERS PROGRAM

Editorial Intern

Internship recruiting for the summer of 2018 has begun,
so how can you make yourself a more competitive candidate
across dozens of applicants? Set up informational interviews
with employees of the companies you are interested in! Not
only will you learn more about the company and position,
you’ll also make valuable connections that may help you
secure the spot.
– Katherine Dorovitsine, Peers for Careers

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

BrideClick, the largest Bridal
advertising network, is looking for an enthusiastic editorial
intern with strong communication and writing skills to join our
dynamic team for a duration of
three to six months. You should
have a desire to work hard and
take initiative on tasks, as well as
collaborate with others.
This is a paid internship with
school credit being optional. The
prospective intern must be enrolled in a Bachelor’s program
or be a recent grad to apply. The

be a catalyst for change. No idea
is left unconsidered.
Saavn is seeking a Data Analyst Intern for Fall 2017 to use
their knowledge and passion in
data-mining, quantitative analysis and data visualization to tell
stories behind the numbers and
derive actionable insights for
Saavn advertisers while helping achieve business goals. The
intern is expected to either be
earning or earned a Bachelor’s
degree in an analytical field
(Marketing, CIS, Mathematics,
Statistics or another technical

field), 1-2 years of data analytics
experience, knowledge of SQL
and Excel, some experience with
statistics programs (SPSS, SAS,
etc.), experience with data visualization tools, strong analytical and data visualization skills,
an entrepreneurial attitude and
ability to quickly complete highquality projects, excellent professional communications skills,
and listening skills. This is a paid
internship.

internship is 40 hours per week,
Monday-Friday.
As an editorial intern, responsibilities include copy editing and
proofreading in-house content
and sourcing and editing stock
photos. Interns will pitch, produce, research, and write original
content while also helping develop editorial voice and content
creation across digital platforms.
Finally, interns will work directly
with editorial team to help develop the best practices for future
success and growth.

The editorial intern is expected to have an excellent grasp of
grammar and style, flexibility
and versatility in performing long
term tasks and immediate requests, exceptional organizational skills and impeccable attention
to detail, and must be proficient
in WordPress. This internship is
based in New York City.

Starr Search ID: 108116

Starr Search ID: 99131

